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The provincial government has 
lowered the boom on the Peninsula 
Community Association — human 
resources has chopped to zero its 
annual grant to Sidney Teen 
Activity Group (STAG) and the 
Community Counselling Centre. 
The organizations are two of seven 
programs carried out under the 
auspices of the PCA.
Executive director Gerry Edwards
said Monday the news was a 
“blow” to the PCA and the board 
will likely be planning an emergency 
meeting soon to decide how to cope 
and carry on with the cutbacks.
Some funds from the Peninsula 
Old and New store (PON) may go to 
help reduce the impact of the cuts to 
STAG and the CCC. As well, the 
PCA will have to decide where it can 
economise and re-shape some
programs.
Edwards said he would recom­
mend “nothing be cancelled, rather, 
we should find ways of 
economizing.”
STAG — run by co-ordinatof 
Camille Martin — is not entirely 
without funds. The group has 
received $11,737 from the provincial 
attorney-general’s department, 
$3,000 from the Winspear Foun­
dation, $1,000 from the Hamber 
Foundation, $2,000 from Sidney 
council (from wood sold and the 
money donated to STAG instead of 
an outright grant) and $1,500 from 
North Saanich council. But it will be 
missing the $12,320 it received in 
1982 from human resources.
Volunteer services run by Mar­
jorie Denroche will be able to 
continue with a grant of $23,000
from human resources. The 
program provides voluntary drivers, 
visits to shut-ins, various asistance 
for the elderly and volunteer 
workers for the PON shop.
Two other programs — 
homemakers and special services to 
children are still in doubt with no 
word yet received on grants. 
Edwards said the PCA expects to 
know by Aug. 15 and added he’s
hoping they will come through.
The Peninsula Employment 
Centre is not affected — it’s funded 
federally — and the PON shop, run 
by PCA volunteer workers, is self- 
supporting. It got underway last 
summer and relies on donations of 
clothing, furniture and various 
articles from the public to stock the 
store. A great .success, the PON 
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North Saanich council is going to 
hold a referendum in November in 
nuclear disarmament, and it thinks 
that at least one community in the 
USSR should do the same.
Council Monday night voted 
unanimously to ask the Russian 
ambassador to Canada “to provide 
the name of a comparable 
municipality or equivalent entity in 
the Soviet Union which would hold 
a similar referendum regarding 
multilateral nuclear disarmament.”
Results of the votes, the 
resolution noted, should be ex­
changed “for mutual interest and 
dialogue in the furtherance of world
:;:peace.”''V:y
Mayor ? Jay; Rangel commented 
that such matters should be even 
handed, not “causing restraints on 
ouf side while leaving freedom of 
Sactiori to the other side.”
The decision that North Saanich 
would hold a nuclear disarmament 
vote had been adopted at a previous 
meeting, and it will go ahead
imemi
A 17-year old Sidney 
youngster’s wish has come 
true.
Despite a major operation 
which could have turned out 
b adl y V J p d i e Clunk has 
amazed doctors with her 
recuperative p o w e r s a t
Vancouver General Hospital 
where she was given a kidney 
transplant Aug. 2 and now is 
as happy and as high as a kite, 
Grandmother Mrs. Jean 
Blythe, 9695-1st St. told The 
Review the good news last : 
week, the day Jodie had her
::,aperation.\::'';v,:::;:^::::';v'V‘
: But don't say anytlting yet, 
she said.“We have to wait and 
:'vscc. ho W; i tgoesV’.'• .??■ ■ 
But from day one Jodie 
;';boiint:ed':riglit';back ,,
She was supposed to be in 
isolation for:five days but s^^ 
was?dping':‘so' AvelF: it:was ■/ 
back to three days.
;;r:'“She’s;:; .;so:-„exc!ied,A;y:,said 
Blylhc, who talked to Jodie dh: 
thc'phone; “Jodie was always 
a positive; thinker^ ; and ^ a 
fighter, but ! just can’t believe 
it’s going so great;" ; : “
The Review published a 
story on Jodie earlier this year 
on June 1. highlighting the 
fighting qualities of the 17- 
yeaf-old who had no kidneys, i 
: spent 4 id hours three days a 
week on dialysis and was living 
daily h iii hopes of a kidney 
transplant,;";;'.:
Jodie waited four years—- 
but she wasn’t a moaner. She 
got lots?Pui of life “dibri she 
was sick; and thefe's^no telling 
.?liuw,“ai>l)c'n gp.no,w'i!hc'’ll,be’ 
able tb lead a norhtal life: ' ”
She’s bceu jiving in $idncy 
ivit H h er gra tid t^afe nt s, R obett 
and Jean Blythe, to behear the; 
hospitals. Her parentsV Mr. 
.•/.and^Mrs, ;,noward;;,Clunk,;llve 
at'takcGowiehan.;'' •̂
regardless of the Russian am­
bassador’s response, if any.
In other business:
®A majority of aldermen decided 
that notwithstanding the fact that 
the clerk and the engineering ser­
vices director were both refused 
permission to attend conventions 
because it is a year of restraint, all 
members of council who wish to 
attend the annual convention of the 
Union of B.C. Municipalities may 
do so — at the taxpayers’ expense.
Aid. Eric Sherwood noted that a 
previous resolution forbade any 
attendance at conventions without 
specific authorization, and moved 
that two Council members attend the 
UBCM meeting. Four aldermen and 
the mayor had signified that they 
wished to go, and Sherwood 
proposed the winners be drawn 
from a hat.
; (Aid. Alan Cornford suggested 
their names be drawn instead.) •
Aid. Edgar Farthing seconded 
Sherwood’s motion, which was later 
altered to exclude Aid. Jim Gum­
ming, who was to attend as a CRD 
representative at an accompanying ^ 
meeting.
All other members of council- 
opposed the motion, contending 
that the. influence that numbers 
“might exert on the convention’s 
decisions, and the things individual 
council members would learn, were 
of great value to the municipality.
After defeating Sherwood’s 
motion they passed another ap­
proving all those who wi sh to go.
“Council voted to get legal advice 
as to ways of controlling epn- 
structibn traffic on Barrett Drive 
and SandPver Crescent in Dean 
Park Estates. Residents have ; 
complained that an agreement for 
trucks to restrict their speed on the 
winding roads has not been ef- 
;;v -.fectivci'" vV., ■
Jim Black, 2010 Lands End Rd. struggled for 25 minutes and finally landed 30-pound 2-ounce salmon caught in 
just 35 feet of water Aug. 5 off Sidney Spit. Fish was caught using regular Perkin lure and 20-pound test line.
Murray Sharratt Photo
Mayor Jay Rangel will be billing jet ydu know,” Rangel said Friday. and ihe potentiality for accidents again Aug. 4 but decided as a
B.C. Hydro for a blasting incident And that“ n was high. ^irlesy they wottld let us know.
Rangel favored closing the that the mayor. “’We’re responsible for the lives The mayor said he had no quarrel
altogether. Cornford and Farthing damaged North Saanich water of our citizens -- thaiik Gr^ there^ with wt^kers^w
favored a physical deterrent to on IJownev Rd., making themspeeding, such .of i„ope,n,^e and in need of repair.: ; mS Bill Ritiddst Si “^iTSllIng incident was the hSlm“’"°" * “
fil^ delScn. objects to speed ; North Saanich within two Currently, the municipality has a
.bumps. Rangel then suggested ^hen^ he complained ’ the -veeks. A man employed by one;^
lowering weight limits on the roads,
whilemaking anexccpllon ror local rime, the blastirtg would;: the new .Clo^kC; .Hill .i says council wffl
ace.
we really must ask to be kept ad-
subdivisit^ arid sent la 4b0-pbuhd 1 bylaw l
lie said. '-r
sojpc :550 "feet away, causing ex- which regulates biaslingi regulatibns^^l^v
:£ioh “a“ acSp.:r-i;h “nSoifMiyh™ , ,, l^dBsj^eertinemes of competence
; ' “ ! : " ;:blasi and:ir;iRcrc\a:pr6ble.h weMI . ;s ‘“blasters.
•O.B, Philp S ; rosignalioii. as 4 : . ' . lhat t e , . , , , , ___ rcA
‘r of the advisorvDlanninR altitude was wc don’t need your Rangel pointed out there was a lot; .member of ihcl advisory planning 
commission 
regret ‘V“'y
scheduled to start between Sidney Mayor
and the Gulf Islands Aug. I has Norma Sealcy:says there should be; ;
' been delayed but Scaspecd Tran- ; space to ensure additional docking 
sport Canada Ltd. is still hopeful;:
the service will get underway this very limited existing dock space. But
month. , apparently there are no plans un-
A company spokesman saidI derway by ilie comptmy to build a
Friday ibe hold-up was by Canadian : ;;d for the craft.
Coastguard which has requested aWard; of ; W
variety of modifications to the craft Associates, ;' says if;; the company^ > 
but "Ihere's no problem about doesn’t get operational by the end of 
that“^‘'said 13oug J'anscii. .v:;;l?Scplcmbcr'''thcrcjw;bn’t;:be''a“pckJp;': ■
However, the company would like tic up at . Federal fisheries take^he j 
a tempomry licence while the workV^^^^ anchor it at
is ; being undertaken so it can ;Tsehum Harbor; he explains. . r 
commence operations and hope.'; I'isheries spokcstruin Sian wallaec 
“l : oric“ill be granted soon. said he “didn’t really know at this
i Itc proviitcial governmettl has^:^^r die cutiM)aity As^md, ,
1; endorsed; the jtbvcrmarine;; com-- be required lojuiild a dock and that 
muter link to the Gulf Islands discussions only" had
has commltied sornoi funds to the — been held: If a float was available > 
veniurc which will run for a i\vo* .1 Seaspeed could likely use it, he said, 
;;;:;?;wonth trial p«fibd.::“\v; ■?':;;:?'?.€ontii#
;My,nM:'TANG; j':';''; 
Another first could be in store
lor area jiorse-facing fans
Sandown would be opened to 
handle betting oh Glovcrdalc 
races in late November Of early
Sandown Park, which introduced 
i Sunday / pari-mutuel racing to 
B.C. on May 17, 1981, may 
bccotnb the first B.Cj; track to 
offer inter-track wagering.
about a report that 
Sandown; harness-racing fans
each race as It as run. ■; '■ i';::/':;'®
About all that wili be ihissing; 
and that because closed-'circuit i 
Dcccmbcri The Glovcrdalc meet television iposts would “b^ 
opens on Oct, 17 but be the watching“:
betting would liave to await the ; ; Encouraged by the numbers pfj
end of the annual Sandown , Island harness-racing fans who 
ihoroughbied meeiihgi wjtich show up at Clovcrdnle mutiici 
oitcns in late October. windows, Keeling feels that Inter-;
If the decision is “go," the track betting at Sandovyn could
might be given the chance to stay Sandown clubhouse will^ be the “ be a successful iyenlurc bul; 
at bihue to bet Clbverdal“race“ : scene of action which"'W any presurnp-
'"''"‘.lim " tr:\'''”'TAncra)-'''''''''^'cl<He“rioughjo ihe'reaLthing to tion.
?Mha'nager'jd’.ClovefdaiejG»eewav,::'“i-createinterest. ' "We :;;''havc;;,;:;it;":;;.under,;K(,;;con-,‘, .
; pld that opening SandosVn fp^ v p^od and drink will; be , sidcration and we arc intcicsted 
? iiiter.track Ahgering ibis winter as 1 cait say
;now,’rhc,srtid.umder,"consideration,■;:;:;:i::";:fninute.;v:“rnck''';:,;:Odds;“.';betiing',,, j..., ^ ,
“';?lf'-hcccssary?’ pcrtnissions,';are;'-;:::;:;'|)rbcli"dures;w'puld.bd'the'sarne'as^ J1ie';dceislon;“liouId;'be“hadej' 
nh|ahu‘d and it is decided the they are (hiring Sandown racing lx;fore the end Of J
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Sidney is full of gardenrs 
and the town appreciates 
them by annually making 
awards in various 
categories. This year 110 
gardeners received 
honorable mention ribbons 
while others received gift 
certificates and plaques.
Pauline and Albert Burt 
came first in the full size 
garden category; Evelyn 
Wellwood was second and 
Irene and Walter Wilson 
third. In the small garden 
category, Elizabeth Kean 
was first, Sybil M. Trimble 
second and Vera and Ralph 
Holt third.
K^sfesTivi;;-';;':
Arwen Williams, 7, left and close buddy JeanineGerrand, 8, had just finish­
ed swimming lessons at Panorama and were patiently waiting for mom to 
fpick Jhem{upf.yi'f'^y\y:'y ,'/.Murray Sharratt PhotO:'
Rachel and Thomas 
Bland drew first prize for 
overall best garden while 
■Donald and Laura Miller 
came second. Robert J. 
Dymond won a prizefor his 
patio garden and com­
mercial entries were won by 
Sands Mortuaries, Nupar 
Developments and Cameo 
developments.
First prize winners 
received gift certificates for 
$25, second prize was $15 
and $10 for third. All 
first prize winners will 
receive a plaque.
North Sanich council 
members voted
unanimously on MOnday 
to tell Esquimau Saanich 
MP Don Munro that they 
are strongly in support of 
proposals to keep 
dangerous offenders locked 
up.
Munro had asked for 
council’s comments on 
proposed changes in the 
Parole Act that would end 
release under “mandatory 
supervision” for convicts 
judged to be dangerous in 
spite of good behavior in 
prison.
Solicitor General Robert 
Kaplan, in a letter ex­
plaining proosed changes, 
had noted that of 10 in­
mates the courts had or­
dered released since last 
November, after the Parole 
Board tried to keep them 
behind bars, four were 
already back in jail for 
involvement in violent 
crimes.
\ \ ! ' ' /
V ^
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UNDERCOATING, RUST, NOISE, 
DUST PROTECTION
CLEflMINfa ALL VINYL, CARPETS a UPHOLSTERY
(' u'A.,
boff-pi-shihe
DEOXIDIZE AND WAX EXTERIOR
:es4i»«mw:
FRI. AUGUST 12/83
Tentative dates of Sept. 6 property, obtained an 
and 7 have been set for a appraisal at that time of 
Supreme Court justice to !$484,000, but is also asking 
rule on the value of the 1 ‘/z ! for interest since the date of
acres expropriated by the the expropriation.
Town of Sidney from the ' The town originally 
War Memorial Park. obtained a appraisal of
The dates are tentative $464,000, but this was 
because it is not certain that based on commercial 
ajudge will be available. zoning. A new appraisal 
. Sidney expropriated the obtained by the town, based 
land early last year on institutional zoning, is 
to provide \a connecting • substantially lower,' but 
road for a one-way street Mayor Norma Sealey nas 
system on Beacon and declined to say how much 
Sevan. Royal Trust Co., lower, 
legal trustee for the park- There are rumours that it
is less than half the earlier 
evaluation.
The town has already 
paid $737,(){)0 lor four lots 
on Beacon that we re needed 
for the connecting road, 
with the provincial 
government contributing 
half the cost.
Another $363,000 was 
committed, but Finance 
Minister Hugh Curtis * has 
ordered it withheld until the 
town holds a plebiscite to 
see if the voters are in favor
Chapel of Roses
of the project.


























THEE SISTERS COIVEMlINgE STORE
9775 - 3rd St., SIDMEY ,
FAMILY 
RESTAUnANT 
OPCN DAILY 11 AM lor 
Fin« Canadian & Chinese Food 
DINl; IN OR TAKE OU'I ' 
81 i VordiiBi* AvOm Brentwood Bay 
652-3C22
Stonli & Chowder House i
"On inn W4ltii dtiinlwooil «»v"
, Xrf (Mir fM»iiW«-y‘/;s/;'''!i';;7./';:.v ;/,./
40 Hem mM bar;..
Lunch A Dinner Daily 7 
Sunday Brunch 11!30*1j30 
T inz Brontwood Drive 
Phone 652-2413 or 652-9515
OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK




GAY & LORNE ; 
OPEN DAILY
Tuesday titiu Saturday 
tXi30 a.rn. • 2;3o o.nj 
9812 - 5th Si.v oWi'sy 
TAKEOUT V 656-6722
liitckeH
Homnstvif) Cnokino li, iTikmu 
■'^: iiG: V.: yii; Oici FiiSl'iionoii'Pheu
■ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7 a,m. lo 7 p m.




: Chinese a Canadian Food r "
OPEN Mon:',. ThuU,4!30>;il!0D'S:‘Y:, 
f81,,fl SAT.'4:30 ”1.30 ,V5un,'4 to 8 30p.itii
//;:.'/D»li»*iv MWh inmimum «r8*r. >|:./;;




i:n)ov oul Hd-iUinfSi'ilad Biu 
I lAKI-UUl OHHI.'hS
PLAZA MALL
232T Beacon Avc. Sidr
STEAK, fim & SPACHETTI KOllSt
Tlho: Mediterrariiean Tradition^:::.:
Mdti •ilium It 4 ni lo 17 n'lonmlij
Sol, II iiiiN.'l »,«.:■
",'7SUM. » H0U0»VS,4 »i:m.'IIJ hm.':'' 
:/:(»PtNro«'tWNCH 'v;,
TAKE OUTS 056-5596 * 7
Sth8 Bnneon SIDNEY
,CHiCM.N mnsjuiiGins, 
YC' ■ sorl lfic MEAM ,
WIONESDAV SPECIAL^ , H«a. *14,00
• l2,p(:i.,CWekin, l«rif,Wiii|l(ii,/.;, ij■ 
miU. Cftl'tliw . ' V:' '■.*'^’‘*7:,'
•rS‘Ar ' of'iNMDfj''iiiw.'uy:'
'"'7:'/':''' YVwii:.
986-4lh Slroot, Slditny *
sEtmmiNN
’ RPCCIALUINfl IN -
FISH * CHIPS
::0f'(.N DAiU il.'uO AAii?,;/(i I'V :.








Van Isle Maiina^^ :^
Rd
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm 




Mon. lo Frl. 9 am - 9 pin '
Sal. 9 am-IO pm SuiVi 9 8m-9 pm i
656-4115 2359 Beacon Avo,
tvie parwcto
■ fiGsiauKaNTS;
' . ' 4|||, MirniilMI—WMiW' ' i ' '
Hr8t"Class:MealSY'FAstSorvici>'
■ .2280Beacon ~ ^656-1176 
SHimLYCNmTAmMm
;Wt:ien;iLcomes to;dining oui;our readers 
■dd/more ihan anyohelt Lettus 
pian;an,approprlate::a|v,Bilisin§iii^^ 
call today for assistance yU"":,--
.1 Y.'-:vVv
■: Y''




All that could have been expected, 
perhaps even a bit more, seems a 
reasonable assessment with six 
weeks remaining in the annual 
summer-long harness-racing meet at 
Sandown Park.
After 49 days of the 73-day 
meeting, wagering was more than 
$100,000 ahead of the same 1982 
period. It’s a modest increase, and 
one which could be wiped out in a 
week, but it’s just as noteworthy as 
the 15 per cent boost which last year 
brought the meet average to more 
than $186,000 daily.
This year, as difficult-to-refute 
evidence that economic conditions 
continue to worsen, Canadian 
horse-racing’s mutuel total will 
record its first reduction since 1971, 
when there was a slight slip to 
$564,792,223. Since then, in a 
steady growth which even included 
1982, it has more than trebled — to 
$1,724,430,197. But there is no 
question but that 1983 will bring a 
reversal.
Mutuel totals are down, and often 
far down, at all but a very few 
Canadian tracks, and it seems now 
that only B.C. among the provinces 
has a chance to top or match last 
year. Cloverdale goes into the last 
half of its 1983 season with an in­
crease of 10 per cent, Vancouver’s 
Exhibition Park is slightly ahead of 
last year and Sandown at the worst 
should be quite close to 1982 figures 
and might even match them.
“I’d have to say that I’m pleased 
with the support we have had so far 
this year,’’ said Sandown-president 
Jim Keeling, Sr. “It’s been steady.’’
And so it has. Since June 1 the 
daily mutuel total has never slipped 
below $150,000 and there has been a 
steady increase from the $172,941 
average for the first two days to the 
$188,470 averaged since July 1.
The total for the first 49 days is 
$8.83 million and attendance, 
continuing to average almost 2,000 
daily, should total 100,000 by the 
end of the week.
SOME POSTAL BANS 
Postal regulations vary 
among the more than 100 
nations of the world. Some 
have bans on what could be 
described as “strange’’ 
items, while others, such as 
Cuba and Russia, Canada 
Post reports, will not allow 
chewing gum to enter the 
country. The Vatican City 
won’t handle lottery tickets 
and you can’t send Pope 
John Paul 11 a lighter, 
clothing or, even, after 
shave.
“Your full service pet store 
“Your pets happiness 
is our business”
birds - aquariums 
small animals 
tropical lish 
pet & horse supplies
Mon. to Thurs & Sal.
9:30 - 5:30 
Friday 9:30 - 6:00
S5S-33i4
Beacon Plaza 
j2317 Beacon Ave., 
] Sidney
some
BSStaik— /.r ' '' 'W
Cy Relph serves some of handling premises ac- 
the best food in town at his cording to the act. But the 
lunch counter—- but it’s bylaw is not likely to help 
really illegal to eat there: Relph.
Sidney council Monday He needs two washrooms 
night threw out a bylaw and an answer to his 
defining restaurants after parking problem in order to 
hearing about the Health keep his sbc lunch counter 
Act from theowner of The stools and continue dishing 
Latch, Fred Oldfield. out his popular soups and
To ■conform with the sandwiches.
Health Act Relph needs 
washroom facilities for 
staff and customers and 
two parking spaces. He has 
neither.
It was pointed out by 
Aid. Jim Lang that Relph 
had been licenced for five 
years in the town at his 
former location on Beacon
Calder says Relph was in 
a non-conforming situation 
then, although the: Healtli:
; Act regulations still should 
have applied. ■ ^ ^
Council moved Monday 
to prepare a new bylaw 
defining restaurants which ■ 




BEEPERS from $16.00 per month






If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently changed, please
call us and vve’ll run it lree of charge for a period of threie months' ThiiserviM^^^^
limited lo the Review's Trading area.
Company Name Phone Number
Marine Repairs ............................







(43oBrentwood Gifts & Crafts Shop 
Z(«)EiliS Electric'': ZZr'.: 
((«) Expressions, Gifts, Cards; and Books . 
(4Q)0ak: & Barrel Steak & Chowder House.
(saiSidneyBoatiand......................
(39)TablowareTronds : :.> 









A. Jensen, (dr the Danish 
National Agency of
Continued from PoRG At — and lack of plans to supply a will concUici a seminar ~-
“\Ve would try to co-opcralc.” dock ~ a government source insi,si.s environmental nionitonng
, Ward said the jetty was too ilie project will go ahead for the prograim in lenmark -
crowded to accommodate the 80- two-month trial period - regardless J’*",'.' . 'If
plus passenger : hovcrmarinc craft of when it gets underway, 
and suggested a ferry service could 
not be rtin from a recreational boat 
dock.
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QUALITY
FRESH NEW ROOFING STOCK 
FOR 1983
YoiLdon’l need |o he a fooler io wofk:W^^ 
iheso easy to apply shlnglosl They arOi prgz Oq 
coated with a special atlheslve so they seal ■
Ihfiriiselves alter you Wappli(id lheihr Rool ;^i^.,^ wy y 
lag isisiich a ,labour ini0n5iVe'iob lhat youiz”'-AY^ Y”T’L: 
can’ save youfsoll a bundle hy oomo it APPffOX. 
-'irseilT';'and'save 0vciv mofO''’at''this' ''' (30
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In North Saanich it’s “Do as I say, not as I do
The municipal council earlier in the year passed a 
resolution restricting attendance at conventions, in 
the interest of saving money in a year of restraint.
Following up on that policy, council refused re­
quests by the clerk/administrator and the director 
of engineering services to attend their usual annua! 
conventions.
When it came to the council members’ own con­
vention, however, that was a different story.
No one so much as suggested that the Union of 
B.C; Municipalities could survive without the 
guidance of North Saanich, and when aldermen 
Eric Sherw^opd and Edgar Farthing moved to limit 
the number who could attend, they were promptly 
voted down. Everybody can go.
There is nO doubt some degree of truth to the 
claim that council members can learn useful things 
at a convention; bu t the sam e can undoubtedly be 
said, with perhaps even more truth, aibout the ben-
attendance, but Tor Self-interested inconsistency 
,:there-is mo"case^'at:'all;v''> ■; ^
News reports indicate that the federal cabinet 
has emerged from a “think tank” session with the 
sudden inspiration that the way to deal with in­





From the Aug. 9,1923, issue off The Review
Tuesday evening witnessed the final celebration in 
connection with the opening of the road to Sidney. It 
also takes away that look of parsimony in carrying the 
pavement as far as Breed’s Cross Road and then 
stopping. The completion will be greatly appreciated 
and is bound to be of permanent benefit to the people of 
Sidney. It will also be a much better kick-off for 
tourists. To get a good impression off the roads right at 
the start means a lot, and there is no doubt completion 
of the road will mean a great increase in the number of 
tourists.
The forma! opening of the newly completed paved 
road between Sidney and Victoria, took place Tuesday 
evening at 6:35 p.m. when Hon. W.H. Sutherland, 
minister of public works, broke a red, white and blue 






SOYEARSAGO : ' ; :
From the Aug. 9,1933, issue off The Review
Amateur photographers will again be encouraged in 
their hobby by the inclusion of six classes in the 
photography section of the prize list for the North and 
South Saanich Agricultural Society. Mr. T. Water- 
worth, Victoria, will again donate a prize To the best 
photo in the exhibition.
Advanced photographers will also have an op­
portunity to exhibit three pictures in the advanced class. 
All amateur photographers are invited to compete.
40YEARSAGO :
Froisi the Aug. 11, issue of The Review
Britain’s Eighth Army had last sximmer been badly 
mauled at the hands of Nazi Marshal Rommel. It was 
weary and discouraged. For months the Africa cam­
paign had see sawed back and forth across the sands of 
the blazing desert; Now their backs were against the 
wall, they had to hold their lines at El Alamein Or the 
entire Middle East would fall— and victory would be 
farTemoved.:,''.rv.v"'
Into this picture on a sweltering mid-summerls day 
stepped Prime Mnister Churchill. His purpose was to 
cheer the Isedraggled troops, to impress upon them the 
necessity of retreating no further. But better than this he 
brought withTum a cheering sight to the battle-rimed, 
war-weary troops of the Empire . . . re-inforcements, 
supplies, a promise of America’s aid and two hew
Ldnelbdard-5aUdr:fsUces^thrdugh}cdlmiwqter:^^;pff7;Isldnd;J^ieWiiye:ach,:
Now that the government has thought of it,
everybody who has a job can just take a reduction ^ S ^ ^ ^
of.a few hours .w.qrk a week, With a proportionate. , ... _ ^Sii
reduction in pay, arid presto, the probleih will be ^
Murray Shasratt Photo
:j30;YEARSAC3O , i
From the Aug. 12,1953, issue of The Review 
While Canada as a whole went behind the Liberal 
Government this week, Nanaimo and Esquimalt- i
a ,.................... Gaining almost 50 per^ cent of the' votes cast in his
’ ■ ■' constituency, Maj-Gen.^ G.R. Pearkes, V.C., was
^ u,,--------- j:__..
solved.
It’s a nice idea, of course, but not a very original
one, and so simplistic that it is shocking to think of JOMTFlSBiisVft
the nation’s leaders taking it so seriously. J . &
They might as well suggest that every married Open letter to Geoffrey Calvert
woman whose husband has a good income should i thought your comments in The Review clearly,
turn over her job to the unemployed, or that concisely and
returned to Ottawa by an outstanding majority when 
electors in Esquimalt-Saanich signifiei 




From the Aug. 14,1963 issue of The Review
on
everyone making $40,000 a year split his salary 
with someone else so that both can make $20,000.
Real people, most of them, just don’t act that 
way. If they did then all sorts of vvell-intentioned 
ideas — socialism for instance — would be 
automatic successes. In fact they are consistent 
failures.
Work sharing has its good points and economic 
pressures have already resulted in a certain amount 
of it. If the federal, government chose to use its 
authority for that purpose it could force a certain 




The article was a refreshing piece of joumalism for a 
commimity newspaper; notwithstanding the problem 
encountered spelling your surname, and I commend The 
Review Tor allocating considerable space to the in­
terview.
Pitfieid Mackay Ross Limited 
Stephen R. Taylqr
It takes a rare formiof arrogance to conclude that a 
never-ending series of tiresome tirades arb correct dr 
justified simply because no one has chosen to dignify 
the amazing but predictable outbursts of Paul Grieve by 
Tespondihg'td^hem.r:;/;
In the first place, his obsession with trying to direct 
North Saanich council in accordance with his wishes is a
Beacon Ave., adjpining the International Duty Free 
Store, began this week when crews of CJeo. Wheaton 
Construction Go. moved to the site.
boundaries may be launched before the recent 
referendum approving expansion is put into effect. Area 
to the north of the village petitioned earlier in the year 
to enter the village. When village ratepayers went to the 
polls last month and approved the move, some residents
Do>n^i dmturb Mdtus/quo
7 all public employees instead of firing some of 
them.
needed on the federal leyel, however, is a 
government with enough brains not to follow 
policies that cause un(MtiploymchL^^“^^^ 
ing up interest rates and driving oil exploration oul 
of the country.
Almost no one, any more, has any illu-sions 
about the present federal government doing any 
good for the country.
In the last issue of The Review^ Mayor Rangel is 
reported to favour a sewer system for the entire 
southeast section of North Saanich wliile a letter from a 
former and well-respected mayor, Paul Grieve, 
headlines “Subdivision a Disaster’’.
Does: this herald the end of reasonable properly taxes 
in North Saanich? Does this signal the start of nibbling 
away at zoning and “doing yiblerjce’* to the community 
plan?
We now enjoy the relative peace and quiet of 
rural living while hardly missing the many services then c 
demanded by high-tax"mun(cipalities; It is to be hoped
huge task of correcting the maze of inisinformation with 
which,we have^een burdened '
T^ his Charge that “all three of rny
supporters were defeated last November”. Although he 
has never allowed accuracy to cranip his style we all 
know that five candidates contested three seats, so Mr. 
Grieves, five minus three equals two. Further, of all the 
candidates, only one has ever supported me pubiicly and 
he led ihe^poll.::7'77::'■':7''T'
; One factor regarding CloakC Hill seems to be lost in 
the irrelevant verbiage; the original concept called for 90
Plans are afoot for the construction of a cooperative 
retirement apartment on the waterfront property, 
formerly owned by George Gray, to the north of Beacon 
Ave, in Sidney, The Review learns.
yiO YEARS AGO
From the Aug. 8,1973, issue of The Review 
Yoracious deer are beebming a pest in Central 
Saanich — particularly on land farmed by Aid Tom 
Michcll.i The alderman said Monday there are about
houses on the 200 acres basef on wells. The ayailabimY ; seven deer In the
impressed with
ier::tc...........................
iCpntihliefI on Pogv A$ ■
of piped water Is a significant change. When first grumbled thW are attacking everything, including his
-^ presented to me in 1979 I was not  the cabbages.
Recently a motorcyclist in the area was injured by a
collision,With'adeer.:!''L7:/^ v:'‘T■7v-^:7:.,,,r'::7^;:;■s, ";.'l:t:-tl:':,;::^7'\.::l77':
At the legislatur
the Tprlcs out of ibc vvildcrnessV the Liberals have been humanitarianism ; ahd7fhirness; would liuide the new
. ........  , , ..................... government.
in the next election. That was on May 5. On July 7, the bottom fell out of
Liberal slock had plunged so low that west of the the personal economy olThc province’s public servants,
Lnkchead nobody would admit to membership in that teachers, doctors, university professors, and, indeed,
party. Being a Grit was wor.se than being caught in a small businessmen.
stcambalh, Public servants, who had been assured of job
The runaway budget, which had the tendency to security, were told that they would no longer have that 
inerme by a few biHions A month, had lainteci the security; They could be fired without cause. To be
Liberals as a bunch of irresponsible amateui.s, fiscal
It may be a long shot, but hcclc, easy comccasy go, I
was startding in the 'corridor outside the legislative Such vague promises were round off lyith even vaguer 
Ylituubers7\vhtuiThe premier catne oiit;7Vlwrc’ll be;
welfare.:;:::":,;:'77 "7:/:;,'7'777 ■■„7,'
All titisi Nlulroney assured us, would change as soon 
as the Tories got a mandate from the people. He would 
bring fiscal rcsportsibility bttck to Ottawa.
precise, a total of 10,000 would face the unem­
ployment Hnc7they were told,
The teachers were told that an estimated 3,00Q;.of
_ ........J. --------  ---- ■
protecHiye mantle of the agency from the province's 7; 
ininoritics; files in the face of everything Canada as a : 7 
nation stands for and is known for. 
laill 24, the Medical Services Act, will open the door
to double billing. It will allow doctors to opt out of 7 
Medicare, The best ones will'do so; and you can bet : 
your Medicare premium that the average income 
citizens won’t be able to afford their services, leave 
alone the.poor,
have to make do with the rest; You could conceivably 
die because you’re poor.
day* , the
Icgislatyrc, i Public seivants who didn’t know whether
their election machine, Human rlBhis, property rights, 
the rights of the individual, the right to have proper 
medical care, not carC! based on income. A poll has 
already shown that B9 per cem of Canadians are in love
change In government, said he, after the next federal 7 government next time around was a foregone con- they would havea job tomorrow, he said, weren’t about with medicare and don't want it tinkered with
.'/nil list i' ' • .,i. * In » t'wrtfkait.ti ^Sik '; ■ ' Tl Ln. .111' S.. r .1 0 ^■ 1. ' '
Not so, sev 1, His avalanche ofTegislaiion, what with 
the erosion of medicare, the frontal attack pit pablic:; 
seivants, acudcrtiics, teachers ci al, ju.st assured (he
"'Xibcra)s’;rc:’clcciiun,d'''!*i4id.;::::'''''''"^ '
is, the premller inquired, Youry truly, frugal and careful
by inttirr-, nffcTCfl $S '
“Make It $50,” the premier replied. Like I said, it’s 
only money and, who know.s, he may need it more than 
I do. Wc shook luind.s on it, and the bcl’.s on.
What are my chances of winning? I believe ihey're
elusion.
iEntcr Bill Dennett, premier of British Columbia, and 
merry band of Social Creditors. He; too espoused the 
Mulroney line before the last provincial electlon,?I'iscal 
''respohslbility, ;icstfaini, and / economic::, recovery.../ihe',- 
Socreds said, would be the guiding principles of a 
renewed mandate. For all tltc world,/he sounded like 
^ Mulroney:"'''■" ''" ■
Even/on the evening of tlte clectiott, when the polls
to spend thclf money on Cur repairs. 
; He said he voted Socred a ‘ 
but wouldn't do so anymore,
comes to cannon
What will get Die Liberals back, and win,me mY$50 
fr&n the pramiervls the havoc the Socreds have wrought 
Xith:/human''/righH;//ien»im'!’''"'rl|tjht«;;'/and'''Vinivmnf




/Nohddy:/need,/fear,, 'for■'"their"job,': he',,said:::'{«»: ,hh; 
Kelowna hMdqutocr*; He sent a message to icachefs,
public fcrvams, or any other group that
„!V :,
interuiUional headUue.s, rfn not exaggerating. It has put) 
B.C, on the map, and hot in a favourable light cithcf. 
The decision to scrap the branch and remove the
B,C., 1 believe, will have the dubious honor of having 
handed the Liberals the issues on which they’n defeat 
t he Tories once again,
^ All they : will have jo do is point to B.C, and ask:”Is 
Dmhwhat you watii for the whole country?' ; ; ,
Add Brian Mulroney will/be stuck, the gtowing
protest In B.C. against the legislation Fve mentioned — : 
7:'ff''’::^*»’;"rrjt<?X:hay,ch’|:/cvc«i'::bcgun,':- 
impossible for Mulroney to embrace thc BennetiTof- 
fcsFttlthr but the/Libera^
,/paint him Into the corner.
Ho, 1 think I've got a fair chance to gel the $50 Born 
And not a penny will go into the proylnciai
................
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C A N A O A BAPEWAY I.IMITEO
Continued from Page A4
to all the houses from wells which would have supplied a 
reservoir of some sort.
My fear, and the fear of many of my colleagues, was 
that when the wells fail to provide either sufficient 
quantity or quality of water at some point in the future, 
the municipality— which means the people ~ would 
■ have to “bail out” the residents as the developer would 
be out of the picture by then.
The change is from 90 to roughly 135. Again, 135 
homes does aot double the houses from the original 90 
in the mathematics I learned. Judging from many of his 
comments, 1 can only conclude that Mr. Grieve feels 
more comfortable with a council divided on partisan,, 
idealogical grounds which bases its decisions on who is 
making a proposal instead of the objective merits of a 
proposal.
I believe that we are a small and modest place where 
we don’t need divisiveness or confrontation and a year- 
round election campaign to detract from the important 
work that must be accomplished.
The people of North Saanich are well served by a 
council of individuals who do not follow cliques and 
factions. A return to the Dark Ages of North Saanich 
politics which many of us sadly remember would be a 
disaster.
While it would be nice to stop the world — while a 
master plan was conceived and worked out would be 
lovely — life must go on in the meantime. In real life we 
can never “clear the board’’ and restart the game at 
square one, whether we are dealing with community 
plans or water. I would predict that any such panacea 
would be challenged after the fact anyway!
We must be capable of walking and chewing gum at 
the same time' Issues must be dealt with as they come up 
and I will not hide behind the community plan or 
mythical master water plans to avoid making decisions 
that face us.
Mayor Jay Mangel, 
NorthSaanIch
;'-fbow^ arrow
j On Aug 15 the hunting season starts. So what has this 
I to do with us, on the Saanich Peninsula, where firearms
, ":v‘ :, ^arebanned?',
• ‘Bows and arrows are permitted, in fact encouraged by 
L the wild life conservationists no lessi, and our brave : 
i sportsmen will go forth, armed only with a bow and 
arrow or crossbow to do battle with pur rapidly 
» diminishing numbers of wild deer.
These brave men must have a licence and permission 
I of the property owner and can then take aim at any deer 
they think they see regardless of its sex or age, until Feb.
The real farmers do not seem to worry about the deer, 
i so the deer hunters only get permission form the 
; “hobby” farmers, which means they are shooting at
vote for a third time.
Doesn’t this cost money? And would not the time be 
better spent deciding how to use the reservoir on Cloake 
Hill on which $1 million has been spent? Or ending 
water rationing in Dean Paark? Or making new con­
nections possible in Curteis Point?





I have just returned for Prague, Czechoslovakia 
where I attended the World Assembly for Peace and 
Xife, Against Nuclear War. Since there has been very 
little coverage by the mass media, I would like to give 
your readers a brief outline of the proceedings and 
decisions of this most important event.
Over 3600 citizens of 132 countries attended this 
conference to discuss the most pressing issue of our day, 
possible annihilation of our planet by nuclear war.
Amongst the many international organizations 
represented were the United Nations, the International 
Red Cross, the YWCA, international trade union 
federations, and the world’s major religious bodies.
Also in attendance were elected officials from both 
capitalist and socialist nations. 73 Canadians, including 
four from Vancouver Island attended the conference.
After an opening demonstration by conference 
participants and Prague citizens numbering over 
200,000, and six days of free and open discussions and 
dialogues which dealt with topics of the arms race such 
as military, political, economic and social, an appeal to 
the world was adopted unanimously.
The appeal stated that “. . . Preparation of a nuclear 
war is the most serious crime against humanity. But war 
is not inevitable. It is not too late to prevent a nuclear 
holocaust . . .’’ The appeal called for no new missiles 
in Europe; real negotiations on reduction of all types of 
nuclear weapons in Europe; freezing of all nuclear 
arsenals now; no nuclear weapons in the east or in the
west; nuclear weapon free zones; and p)eaceful political 
negotiations, not military confrontation.
The participants of the conference concluded that the 
only way to halt the arms race is for the people of all 
nations, both east and west, to work together regardless 
of political or religious convictions, to influence the 
practical policies of their governments in the direction 
of peace, beginning with an immediate nuclear arms 
freeze and mutually verifiable arms reductions.
There are disarmament organizations in almost every 
community on Vancouver Island. I urge every reader 







We would like to inform your readers that the Town 
of Alexandria, Ontario, will be celebrating its lOOth 
birthday in 1984. Therefore, we would Tike to send a 
special invitation to all the former residents of 
Alexandria to come and to participate in the various 
events scheduled throughout the upcoming year.
The focal point of our centennial celebrations will be 
the “Homecoming Week” to be held from June 23 to 
July 2, 1984^which promises to be a great opportunity to 
reminisce with old friends and to meet new ones.
A lively array of sporting, musical and social events 
are being planned for this occasion.
Please come and join us in our centennial celebrations 
which will be exciting and memorable.
For further information concerning our centennial 






Town Council of Alexandria














deef. and,Sometimes, only wounding them horribly, on A very good benchmark against
Regardless of the type of investment vehicle chosen, of the tax rules, any investment that has made a net gain 
be it real estate, gold, stocks or collectables, it is worth-^^^^^^^- per cent had done better than putting money into a
while to establish a criteria by which you can judge the term deposit.
effectiveness of an investment before the investment is By way of example, take an investment in BCRIC 
undertaken, shares one year ago. They could have been bought for
about $3. Taking costs into considera^on the shares‘',v^hich-ithe^_:ef^.^ .................. ............ ....................... ^ .........................
acreages, with the attendant increased risk of fectiveness of investmeqts"-eah‘'be judgedurthe" m- ^ wouldhavehadto appreciate^oapdrbximatelyS3.20to
hitting other livestock, ponies or dogs, etc. Children and ' vestment return from leaVing money in a term deposit break even. A 17 per cent appreciatmn <the approximate
adults being also at risk. which is easily arranged and carries a minimal risk. interest rate yield at the time) on top of this would bring
It seems to me that we will lose our deer population Assume that a term deposit will yield 9 per cent in- the price to $3.75.
soon enough from natural attrition and loss of habitat, terest. Money that was destined for the term deposit Over the last 12 months BCRIC shares have hit a low 
with the endless development that is going on, and that could be channeled to buy a U.S. stock yielding in the of $2.38 and a high of $4.75 and are currently trading
we can do without the assistance of these sportsmen, region of 9 per cent (Exxon is an example that comes to around $4. Thus, the investor who bought BCRIC#
who pose a hazard to others besides the deer.
I believe that most of our council would gladly ban 
bovv and arrow hunting in this rhunicipality but are up 
against the fish and wildlife people#who wish it to 
continue,
Perhaps^ if there is a strong enough expression of 
desire to ban this practice, we could get it stopped, but, 
we would have to get the Other two muriiicipalities to 





The risk is higher thanjplacing money in a term 
dejposit, but the potential rewards could be greater than 
9 per cent.
^ ;In many cases the risk/reward; ration looks; very 
fayourableJ Sirhilarly, the money could be channeled 
-into a Canadian divident-payirig company yielding in 
the region of 9 per cent with similar risk/reward 
characteristics, but with Canadian dividends there is the 
additional advantage of the dividend tax credit, which 
makes the after-tax yield better than the after-tax yield 
of a term deposit. Any capital appreciation would be a 
bonus.
When it comes to investing for capital appreciation 
the same criteria should be applied. The investment 
should be judged successful if, after paying all costs, the 
investment has appreciated 9 per cent. Again^ because
^shares a year ago has seen a net yield from capital# 
appreciation of approxiamtely 25 per cent which, by 
applying the benchmark criteria, is a very successful 
investment.
Establishing yield criteria and/or objectives before 
: uridertaking an investment is a wortliwhile exercise. 
Monitor the investment and re-evaluate it at the end of 
the time period you set for yourself (6 mbnthSf one year, 
two years, five years). If it has performed better than 
the criteria you established or if it achieves your ob^ 
jectives in a shorter time than you expected then it 
should be considered a successful investment. Anything 
beyond your expectation should be considered a bonus.
Stephen Taylor is a Representatiyc of PUfield MacKay 




I was delighted t o read in the July 27 issue of The 
Review that your environmental advisory cqmrnission is 
concerned' about the loss of tree cover In the 
municipality, and trust that you can add your plea to 
that of the Heritage tree Committee of Victoria 
Hortlcuiiural Society, that our provincial government 
reinstate the authority to municipalities to protect trees.
1 note also that it was suggested some sort of 
rebate might be considered in this cause, and 
point blit that legislation of this nature is in effect in 
New Zealand in order to protect native trees and bush.
; If it is possible there it should be possible here.
May I also thank and congratulate the mayor for his 
reported successful efforts to preserve the woodland 
area oifthe airportpropcrty. It is gratifying that at last; 
and miiybc just in lime, sufficient eyes arc .jmc
# beauties; rather than to the developmental potenUhl of From the sdiiti 
our unique environment.
Mrs. M. Martin
Representative for dislrict of Heritage Tree Committee
365 Mom Point Rd.
North Saanich council 
received opposite responses 
from two sides of Canoe 
Bay in answer to its request 
for proposals regarding 
mooring buoys in the bay.
Owners of five properties 
on the riorlh side of the bay 
applied for approval o f one 
mooring buoy i’or eaclt 
property even though only 






TWO WEEK TRIP FOR TWO TO
on Wain Rd» Water?
As onl who resented being expected to Take the heed 
for the Wain Rd.:waterline oh trust and consequently 
voted (igainsi it, I am both surprised and disappointed 
that the defeat of the proposal has not led to any ex- 
plaihaiion of the plans for the Water :systcm, Instead 






: Always" be Careful '
If you take to the woods this summer, 
be tareful'withfirer;;:'
From the south side of 
the bay, 14 owners wrote 
proijosing alhat all 
“bobbers” attached to 
anchors or weights of any 
kind be removed and that 
only over night anchoririig be 
"permitted,
These, they said, were the 
suggestions of Herbert 
Adrian, the Navigatable 
Waters Protection Officer.
Private permanent 
moorings, there letter said, 
chcournged permanent liye- 
aboardsf adding to already 
serious water potlutioh plus 
noise problems,
/Miothcr leilcr from an 
Individual combined the 
tWo points of view, 
siigg«tihi5::fhere'':shoiil«f hr: 
ho; mdorlhg buoys, but if 
there were to be spaces 
allocated to properly 
owneis in the bay the writer 
wished to hpply for one,
BIG BONUS BUYi
THIS SUNDAY AUG. 14,1983
In Your Friendly
Sidney Safeway Storo 
We Reserve the rlglif 
to Limit Quantities.
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Lang raps 
compromise play
Government urged to restore funding
many dressed up for the occasion.
. 4, in celebration of sixth anniversary and
Murray Sharratt Photo
The $80-million hb deputy municipal affairs
#golf course and housing Russell minister, said there is no
^develoijrhent planned for Vandiver, representing the :; reason the region and the 
;the^ Partridge Hills made no ; developer, has said that 590 developer cannot make a 
.‘progress in the Capital units would probably be deal for the developer to v V
■Regional District local acceptable, but a limit of pay such costs, but there is
.‘planning and zoning 455 would make financial no way the region can
To the Unfit
If you just sit 
You won’t quit 
'Eeing'uhfit.:-:
Sidney Aid. Jim Lang 
charged Tuesday a July 27 
council meeting in camera 
with Roy Spooner, who 
heads the town’s 
revitalization committee, 
was a “deliberate attempt 
to avoid the referendum 
situation.’’
He says Spooner ad­
vanced the argument of a 
revised couplet — a plan 
which would see two-way 
streets on Bevan, a two-way 
street from Pat Bay High­
way to 5th and a one-way 
street from 5th to 1st on 
Beacon — as a compromise 
which would enable council 
to “get off the hook 
gracefully.’’
And the idea of the 
compromise is to enable the 
plan to commence im­
mediately and allow the 
comimttee to also get on 
with revitalization 
downtown. Those plans 
have been held up pending a 
decision on the couplet, 
which was all set to go 
ahead when Finance 
Minister Hugh Curtis 
dropped his bombshell 
during the provincial 
election in May, saying 
government cost sharing 
funds for the couplet would 
not be relased until a 
plebiscite had been held on 
it in November.
! Lang says the committee 
is trying to bypass the 
opinion of the people who 
signed a petition protesting 
the couplet and adds he 
doesn’t think the com­
mittee’s compromise is 
valid. “They still have to 
getmoney from the mer­
chants to help pay fOr 
revitalization^’’ , m
Sidney council Monday council some 34 per cenj of be, he said. Members also 
night “strongly urged’’ the residents were senior raise some 54 per cent of 
provincial government to citizens and close to 1,000 their own budget each year, I 
reconsider its decision to belonged to Silver Threads he added.
at the Resthaven centre.
Calder pointedout He is concerned seniors 
members now pay $8.50 a will lose the professional 
year to join — it’s not a $2 counselling services they 
membership like it used to have been receiving.
cut funding to Silver 
Threads organizations 
throughout the province.
In moving the motion. 
Aid. John Calder told
^committee meeting feasibility of the project impose them if the |
".Thursday. marginal. [developer does not agree. I
' Committee members previous week the All it can then do is r
^balked at the^,proposed committee-had-asked staff require--, that the developer
5 postponed until complete studies of the making a decision.
.‘ regional staff, neighboring proposed development. Moore stressed that even
.municipalities and:Langford advisory planning CRD, engineer Craig if a developer spends a lot { 
•commission take another Sommerville recommended
- look at the density developer set up a can not buy any assurance
Present zoning allows $25,000 bank account from of a favorable dec.s.on, 
only one residential unit ori which regional staff could^^^;^^^^
30 acres^ which ^draw funds jtp finance the t ho v, : ^ne ig h b o f i ri g
oiily 32 units in the area study, with the aihdunt oh municipalities \yhich the
where Windmill deposit to be topped up CRD committee wants to
Development Ltd. wants to .each month. study the new housing
buildf 942 units. Of these Vandiver latet -said
,Vancouver-stock promoter'Murray Pezlm, owner of Durrand had recetved
Windmill, would i be :
prepared to assist with subject, from the CRD or
money for engineering and anyone else, 
planning studies but did not
ISOwould be in a luxury 
hotel and 250 in hotel 
condominium units.
The Langford advisory 
planning coni niission 
proposed reducing the total
B) ualuxe 3-8tatlon wirelest 
FM liUercom uses existing AC 
house wiring, so there's no 
instaliation! FM operation 
and automatic squelch all but 
eliminate interference and 
noise! 2 channels lor privacy.
to 455 units, while regional want to give the region a
planning staff have put blank cheque.
forward a compromise of Tom Moore, assistant
A CRD spokesman said 
contact would be made with 




SCR-8 puts fun 
Into all of your 
get-togethers
Bio stereo sound — small price. 
AM/FM-stereo/cassette portable 
has 10 watt amplifier and Z- way 
speaker system. Uses AC, 8 "D" 
cells or optional DC adaptor,
AulotnoHve AM/FM
superb car sloreo, Auto- C3SSeue/CiOCk 
matic Search Music System 
locates tape selections 
in last-torward/rewind.
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Shortly before the last provincial election the 
government, at taxpayers’ expense, commissioned a 
$70,000 poll to find out just what it was that people 
wanted.
The results prompted the avalanche of legislation 
that thundered down on the unsuspecting ML As in 
the house on July 7, leaving in its wake a dismantled 
Human Rights Branch and commission, a public 
service that’s to be trimmed by a total of 10,000 
employees, frozen welfare rates, scrapped rent 
controls and abolished job security for 250,000 
public servants at every level of goverrunent.
So, if/that’s what people wanted, what went 
wrong? If
Bennett spoke of the need for restraint, yes, but in 
vague terms. And there were few who disagreed with 
him.
He did not say how he would save money. He did 
not say that he would abolish the human rights 
commission or rent controls. He did not say he would 
fire thousands of public servants. On the contrary, he 
promised to reduce the public service by attrition 
only.
The results of the survey are not surprising. Asked 
whether they want the size of the bureaucracy 
reduced, of course, most people would answer yes. 
The aim is not in dispute. The means are.
i  the government was simply following the 
wishes of the public, how come 20,000 people 
marched on Victoria’s Parliament Buildings to 
protest the sweeping legislation?
The answer to that depends on whom you ask. The 
government -- collectively j and its members in­
dividually — says the protesters comprise only a 
small, albeit vociferous minority.
Cabinet ministers sneer at the estimate from 
Victoria city police and RCMP officers that put the 
crowd at between 20,000 and 25,000.
They say the crowd consisted of disgruntled and 
militant public servants only. They say the furore will 
die down soon.
Those opposed to the government measures say 
they represent the majority of British Columbians. 
They say the government gave no indication 
whatsoever during the election campaign of the harsh 
and repressive legislation it planned to introduce if 
re-elected.
They also say the furore will not die down. They 
predict, confidently, that the 20,0(X) in Victoria will 
continue to swell in rally after rally, until the 
government withdraws or softens the most con­
troversial of its bills.
Leaving aside all rhetoric and political brink­
manship, the protesters are closer to the core of the 
truth than the government.
The government did, indeed, not give out any 
details of its plans during the campaign. Premier
By
HijJbeFt Beyer
A silly example will serve to make my point. Who 
would disagree with the aim of reducing the incidence 
of drunk driving? But who would support a measure 
to execute drunk drivers? Very few, 1 hope. And if 
drunk drivers, why not jaywalkers?
Most British Columbians, I suspect, would 
welcome a reduction in juvenile crime, such as theft, 
but not too many, 1 hope, would want to go back to 
severing a child’s hand for stealing an apple. Yes, 
that was the practice in the middle ages. Did I make 
my point?
It is also easy to refute the government’s argument 
that the majority of British Columbians supports its 
measures.
To begin with, the 45 per cent of the voters who 
supported the NDP in the last election are
government spelled out its plans.
And therein lies the greatest danger to the well­
being of the British Columbia community.
The government appears to be absolutely con­
vinced that it’s not only doing the right thing, but 
that it is doing so with the overwhelming support of 
the people of British Columbia.
The almost missionary zeal with which the 
government pursues its course becomes clear not so 
much during speeches in the legislature, but in 
private conversations.
Most government members are absolutely con­
vinced of their righteousness. They feel they have a 
mission. And from such self-delusion stems 
fanaticism, the most dangerous of all ingredients in 
politics.
If the premier continues on his present course, he 
will rip this province apart. He will create wounds 
that will take decades to heal.
But most important, he will create a climate of 
such social and politicah unrest that foreign in­
vestment will shy away from us. No investor in his 
right mind will take his money to a province where a 
large percentage (remember, at least 45 per cent) of 
the people feel they have their backs against the wall.
I can only plead with the premier to assess the 
ramifications of his course, to take a second look at 
the possible effects of what half the people, at least 
half the people, perceive as repressive legislation.
Unfortunately, the premier does not possess the 
unerring political instinct of his father, W.A.C. 
Bennett also was an autocratic ruler, but he was able, 
for the most part, to rule with his heart.
I’ve covered political events when Mr. Bennett, the 
father was in power. 1 can say without fear of serious 
contradiction that he would not have condoned what 
his son is now doing. His political instinct and his 
basic sense of fairness would not have allowed him to 
do so.
I’ve said previously that W.A.C. Bennett was 
known for his willingness to take that famous second 
look. Again, I beg of the premier to do likewise.
Failure to do so will plunge this province into an 
unprecented period of political instability and chaos. 
And that may be an understatement.
KELLY LEECH
"Vour Peninsula Realtor offNing enthusiasm 
and willingness to work hard for you. "
0CEAI«i CITY 
REALTY LTD. I




It is equally clear that a sizeable chunk of the 
voters who supported the Socreds on the basis of
responsibility would not have done so, had the
i -
I ■'*
North Saanich Mayor Jay Rangel has slammed the and filed Ritchie’s letter. And he was annoyed by one of 
Capital Regional District for rejecting a recommendation the “more strident remarks by one board member ’ who 
by Municipal Affairs Minister Bill Ritchie that court action said the minister didn’t really understand the reality ot the
be dropped against North Saanich and Esqui.malt to situation. ....
recover federal grants in lieu of taxes, paid to Commented Rangel Fnday, I m glad the minister is not
municipalities of behalf of the regional district. imbued with the same tiiyopic view” as the board.
; . J 1. -_ _ =_ _ * Rangel said - Ritchie was adootmg^^;:^^
A Sidney man escaped 
with only minor injuries 
Aug. 4, when he was 
thrown through the win­
dshield of his car after he 
plunged into a utility pole in 
the 8400 block on East 
Saanich Road . ; ^
Central Saanich police 
said Darly George Qrantj 
18, of 2110 Brethour Park­
way was throvvn through 
the windshield when his 
1970 Volkswagon burst irito 
flames shortly after impact.
V Grant suffered^'^ m 
laceratiqris to his head aiid^ 
left arm but was n ot taken 
to hospital. His car valued 
at $1,500 was completely 
destroyed.
. . . AND IN THESE DAYS, EVERYBODY CAN USE A FEVll 
EXTRA DOLLARS. Boys, girls, houswives, or retireds, 
you’ll enjoy delivering the Review, every Wednesday. You 
can realistically earn $20 - $50 or $100 every month for a 
few hours each week. For more imformation please call or 
come into our office at 2367 Beacon Ave., Sidney.
district levy from both the federal and provincial govern- approacp
Should be forward^ .0 ‘Je expensive
s/urrock, buT^ln'ted ouf'we cannot, however, condone and all it wUl do is to enrich the lawyers and nnpovensh 
the use of tax dollars in a court battle among member .uU h.-.
Si
He explained services required by t^payMs hay^ be^ 
provided and any adjustment now would ?imply be “Even for thb GRD I think that a pretty appalling ac^ 
transferring money fre^ one pocket to The^ other^d ^,j-j^^^j^^^j^g^ jQ^
would not significantly improve the financial sittt3tmpTOf ; j^gj^ggj g^ggg5(^gjj^ QOQjjjig.off period during which time 
anyone. the CRD should meet arid talk with the minister, welcome
“To pursue the matter further could place a very heavy his nuediation efforts, abandon the madness of court action
• 1J ;»fWn rMiAri ^ ...... :fVK»i+
He recommended court action be dropped and that
funds received by municipalities for grants mlieu fromthe ambiguity in the Municipal Act, pointing oni the act; 
federal and provincial governments be paid when received “doesn’t talk about provincial grants in lieu of taxes —•; 
by the muriicipality, starting in 1983 in the case of the only federal. The language can be misinterpret^.’’ 
province, dr by the date required in the Municipal Act for All muriicipalities kick money into the pot; some get 
the federal government, starting 1984. their bill lowered and others get credit -— like Sidney and
Rangel was angry that the CRD board simply received Oak Bay — and“that’s a little bit weird.”
Commit^
upgraded
Mayor Jay Ra ngel
Monday upgraded the 
North Saanich bylaw review 
committee to a committee ; 
ofthevyhole council.
Until now there have 
been only three members, 
witlyAld. Hdgaf Fartliing as; c 
chairman. Farthing will / / 




proved by council without 
further debate, whereas 
rccommendatidns from 
smaller icdmmittces are 
usually debated all over ; 
again when they -
bcldrc'counciL;/^;;;''V:
DID YOU
KNOW?, siDM£rs„owM:k::'::/:rRSHIOM 0ESI6HERCAN CUSTOM OESIBfiANO Fir CLOTHESJUST FOR YOU.
i :: FASHiortLToy
, i :.;'’;i01.2527'lEAC0NAVE„'':„81DNEY^^.v:1 658-2772
:k;:
recently visited Canada, a landmark 
event in Canadian Mestory.
To co/nmemo/ctfe f/ie visit, we wiil be
a 32 page memento with fuii<olor 
photographs throughout,
album will contain 
not only up-to<late photos of ihe Royal 
I Family ciur0^^t^^^^ June 14
and july f of this yean but will also have r 
a special section on the history of royal 
tours, both In Canada and abroad. There 
will also be a retrospective collection of 
the last two years In the lives of the 
most notable couple In the world,
Continue your collection of Royal 
Family books with The 1983 
CmnanllAn IHtoyal Tour, a colorful 
record of what will be a momentous time. 
In Canadian history.
You can rescive your copy of this 
book, which Is due for release 
In August '83, now!
ncase.iiotefeatwress'' 
■‘ Large 11 B'A - book; format.
•:;Frlnted:;oriTterling;gloss:::piaper.;;::'; 
• Laminated cover.
•Tull color throughout; -
OfiSm *lMi «cc«|»l«d by T«!lt!||»hone... 
rtn Viw Of MfliUcrCiud Bccounis onlyl ^ ^ ^ 
Cfllt (416) ?»47,-3t06« 9 vim lo T h'”
r/ertiU' lutye youi Mlii number.rMcty.,,,
NUi) (U
ROYAL CANADIAN TCWR 1983, Bo* 345, Tor®^
plc4M! send m«,book(s) $7,95 each (l»cludln|{ P k H).
IviftV will Iv* relMCeil !ft AVruM; Lnclovetl ts aI tmrimianH ihK _
tlitquc or money Older (no cadi plcak) i , ., 
for Cor dvirge my VISA, or MaucrOird accourn,
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Fishing for prizes supplied by a growly old troll under bridge (top
tions at Panorama Leisure Centre^ while face paintingt centre, was 
another popular event. Cartooning kept youngsters entertained and 
wiere rewarded for their patience and given picture to take honte,
Murray Sharratl Photo
IN THE QUIET ELEGANCE OF THIS AUTHENTIC 
TUDOR-STYLE
CHOOSE FROM A SUMPTUOUS ARRAY OF DiSHES 




Gold Mountain by Anthony Chanc
This fascinating history of the Chinese in Canada, 
written “from the inside” examines Canada’s history of 
anti-Oriental prejudice and the effects it has had on those 
who came to the new world.
Chan includes chapters dealing with the South China 
background of migration; work on the construction of the 
CPR and the “bachelor society” that took shape; and the 
class divisions between merchants and labourers.
Interest in the politics of China was intense, Chari 
writes, in part because the Chinese were excluded from the
Canadian franchise until 1947. Not until after World War 
II did the prejudice and hostility epitomized by the Chinese 
Immigration Act of 1923 wane.
Prejudice, however, did not die. A long chapter deals 
with the television W5 incident of 1979, when the CTV 
show portrayed young Chinese Canadians as “foreigners” 
who kept “real” Candians out of places in profesional 
schools.
Chan’s photos of his emigrant ancestors provide the 
occasion for a sensitive discussion of Chinese family and 
marriage practices, and of the fusion of Confucian and 
Christian customs and ideas.
One criticism may be that a longer and more detailed 
account of the period since World War II would have been 
useful. Nevertheless, this is a uniquely valuable addition to 
the literature on the Chinese in Canada.
INTELPOST SERVICE 
GROWS ;
Gold Mountain is available through the Sidney-North 
Saanich or the Central Saanich branch of the regional 
library.
Canada Post Cor­
poration has expanded its 
Intelpost service to another 
four Canadian cities. As of 
July 6 cities joining the 
facsimilie network service 
are St. , John’s, 
Newfoundland, Quebec 
City, London, Ontario, and 
Victoria. To facilitate use 
of the service the post office 
has also added a number of 
counter pick-up points. 
Intelpost, in addition to the 
four new centres, is 
available in Vancouver, 
Edmonton, Calgary, 
Winnipeg, Toronto, 
Ottawa, Montreal, and 
Halifax.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMi r QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
ssmam^assssi^B^smmsBssmMSitBiisma&im
FRESHN0.1P0m CANADA SB.‘A’BEEF
Home of SUPER savings!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
IIB: •- ^ : 
STEM...:.;:.:.
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Bob Beauchemin, touring Beauchmin will compete 
pro from Glen Meadows in the Manitoba Open in 
Golf and Country Club, Winnipeg Aug. 11-14 and is 
finished in a four-way tie hoping for a large slice dt 
for second place in the the $15,000 prize money up 
Marine Drive Pro-Am golf for grabs, 
tournament played Aug. 4 Another Glen Meadows 
in Vancouver. gollcr, John Fram Jr., will
He fired a 71 and finished ^dso make the trip to 
one stroke back of Kelly Winnipeg to play on the 
Murray, the host club pro. B.C. junior B team in the 
Beauchemin along with Western Canadian 
Charlie Grant of Langley, Intcrprovincial Cham- 
Don Trevson of Vancouver pionships. Fram is also a 
and Wayne Volmcr of member ol the B.C. junior 
Point Grey, all tied for A squad, which will 
second place and received represent the ^ province in 
$200 each in prize money, ihc Canadian junior 
Murray netted $400 for his championships Aug. 23-28 
efforts. in Vancouver.
! Ed Tougas, Norm Jarvis 
and Tom Whittle, all of 
Burnaby Mountain Golf 
Club tied for third with 72.
OPEN FOR
LUNCHEONS - Tuesday to Friday 
DINNERS- From 5 p.m. Daily
(except Monday)
SUNDAY g
@53-68222328 Harbour RoadSidney, B.C; , FOR RESERVATIONS
Salmon
closure
Hotel Sidney's pitching ace^ Wayne Jones had three wins and a save during the weekend. Hotel won 
zone I playoffs and advanced to B.C. championships. Murray Sharratt Photo
.j.i> V •• ■“ f
. . t' ' r iT ■ ‘ ‘ tg "'
.............................. ’.................. ...... > ___ ....................‘l. ....,«.«
Federal fisheries has 
announced the closure of all 
fishing in Cowichan Bay, as 
of 8 p.m. on Aug. 12.
. . There will be boundary 
signs at Skinner Point and 
at the government wharf on 
the south side of the bay, 
with no fishing permitted 
from the boundary west to 
the tidal limit on the rivers 
flowing into the bay.
Purpose of the annual 
closure is to conserve 
salmon schooing in the bay 
- preparatory to ascending 
the rivers to spawn, but" 
fishing for bottom fish is 
' also prohibited.
be; taken
above; the tidal limit ph the;
rivers but any coho or 
Chinook over 50 centimetres 
in length must be thrown 
back. - x.
Teams
-v' ' ' ' ^ '
' ‘ ‘ ‘-V/v
Port Renfrew tour­
nament director Bill 
krugman sayg he wantgtp 
congratulate the five teams 
from the Saanich Peninsula: 
that took part in a 
slowpitch ball tournament 
; the first weekend in August. 
Their ; sportsmansh^ 
.behaviour was “truly 
; repiresentativc of your fine 
he says.
It was the second event 
involving the peninsula and 
the many friendships made 
will last a lifetime, he adds. 
And he gives a big thank 
you to Jim Whyte for 
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you the most advertising 
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Hotel Sidney earned the 
right to represent lower 
Vancouver Island in the 
B.C. intermediate B fastball 
championships after they 
captured the zone I playoff 
tournament held over the 
weekend at Sanscha Park.
Hotel edged Harbour 
Towers 9-8 in a thrilling see­
saw final and gained a birth 
in the B.C. championships 
to be held in Chilliwack 
Aug. 26-28.
Harbour Towers scored 
early in the top of the first 
inning, but Hotel, on the 
strength of Jack Gordon’s 
two-run homer, came 
storming back with four 
runs in that same inning.
In the third inning, 
iShaun O’Hanley’s three- 
run blast tied the score at4- 
4 before Ron Schmidt drove 
in the go-ahead run with a 
’.single in the fifth inning.
In that same inning the 
momentum Switched hands 
again as Hotel tied the score 
at 5-5 after Al Cross 
brought home Pat Aker- 
man with a single.
Some wild pitching 
brought home two Hotel 
runs and Ron Bryan banged 
in two more runs when he 
hit a single with the bases 
: loaded.
Harbour Towers threw a 
bit of a scare into Hotel 
when Andy Dreher hit a 
two-out three-run homer in 
the top of the seventh in­
ning and pulled within one 
'iruni .ixv:'
Wayne Jones, however, 
snuffed any hope of a 
comeback when he struck 
out Ron Schmidt to end the 
game.
Wayne Jones with five 
strikeouts recorded the win. 
Jones was credited with 
three wins in three starts 
and a save during the 
tournament. Everett 
Hudlin, who replaced Earl 
Ross in the first inning was 
tagged with the loss. Ron 
Bryan, two for four at the 
plate with three RBI’s and 
Dale Douglas two for two, 
were Hotel’s top batters.
In previous games, Hotel 
got all the runs they needed 
in the third inning as they 
blanked Highland Bees 2-0. 
Pat Akerman with a triple 
drove in the winning run 
and then stole home to add 
an insurance marker.
Against Harbour 
Towers, Hotel scored four 
runs in the sixth inning to 
record a come-from-behind 
5-4 victory. Wayne Jones 
came in to relieve for Dan 
Akerman after two innings 
and was credited with the 
victory. Graham Faulkner 
was three for three at bat 
with three RBI’s.
Pat Akerman’s game 
winning homerun in the top 
of the fifth lifted Hotel to a 
4-2 victory oyer the Sooke 
Merchants. Akerman added 
two singles in that game 
while winning pitcher; 
Wayne Jones striickout 
eight batters.
In other games, Harvey’s 
Sporting' Goods edged 
Peninsula Merchants 3-2 in 
a game that saw Curtis 
Herry blast a solo shot over 
the fence, ending the game 
in the bottom of the seventh 
inning.
Harbour Towers blanked 
Strathcona Hotel and the 
Rebels by scores of 8-0 and
7-0 after defeating! 
Highland Bees 5-3 and! 
Harvey’s 10-3. The Bee(:l 
downed Strathcona 6-1 andi! 
the Red Lion 6-4. ;??“
Strathcona beat the 
Sooke Merchants 3-1, the ! 
Rebels turned it around and-i 
shutout the Rebels 7-0 and'! 





Sidney Soccer Club is call John Bird after 6 p.m. 
now. holding try-outs every at 656-7453. '
Wednesday 6 p.m. at Competing in division 5 
Iroquois Park, Sidney, in in the South Vancouver
With the 1983 softball of GVUA and promoted preparation for the up- island Soccer League, the I 
season winding down, a softball in the Victoria area, coming soccer season. club had a win-loss-tie '
1 "S"’ y-ii 0 .u-g. r-u reminder to all teams in the The award is voted on by looking for record of 9-8-1 last season.
® Sidney, MacDonald, and umpire the winner recruits and sponsors They finished fifth overall
and anyone interested can in the 10-team division.
AVI :A
tsmanship.
John Fram Jr. of Glen Meadovvs Golf and Country Club 
edged but Blair Philips of Victoria Golf Club on the second 
extra hole of sudden-death overtime Aug. 4 to win the 
junior class :(17-I8) of the first annual Glen Meadows 
,:7'Junior Golf Classic.'..; '
A J T5U i- 1 *u u A * „ This avvard is in memory ofFram and Philips both shot two-over par 74s and n- - - - * .. : . _ . . _ the late George Wetherell umpires
who served on the executive September.
\lcy!guGS.A..-- I^^ X.....
The Greater Victoria "P”'"
Umpires Associatipn: wi 11 
again be presenting the 
George : Wetherell 
Umpires Choice Award” to 
a team in the above leagues.
remained tied after the first extra hole. On that hole, Fram
The T 982 3 selection was 
won by Glacier Insulation 
of the MacDonald Park 
League. Thi s year’s award 
will be presented at an 
banquet in
: SERVICE CANCELLED■ 
Canad Post, Corporation 
reports the postal ad­
ministration o f 7 Saudi 
Arabia is no longer ad­
mitting insured parcels into 
their country. A ; ;
with even a shorter put, but missed.
Fram won the playoff with a par on the following hole 
while Philips finished with a bogey.
Fram, who will attend Weber State University in Utah 
on a four-year golf scolarship, finished a respectable ninth 
overall in the world junior golf championship July 22 in 
San.Diego.!' !.■'; , .V.'
He will play in the Upland junior golf tournament Aug. 
19 before heading to Vancouver to compete in the 
Canadian junior championships Aug. 23-28. He was low , 
Vjuvchile (16 and under) in last year’s tournament. r V
Other top finishers in last wc(As ipurnathent were Rick^^ 
V^illiamsi of, Cowichan, wUh a!76 arid U 







The junior net low was won by Steve Hale of Glen 
Meadows with a 69 and Brian Wallace, also of Glen 
Meadows, shot a 79 to take the divot (14 and under) 
division. Doug Morgan of Royal Colwood captured the 
juvenile (15-16) crown, Todd Sumislawski and Dean Chan; 
both of Glen Meadows won the net jtrvenlle and divot titles 




For a very limited time only your 
Bridgestone Dealer will provide a free 
wheel balance and alignment check-up 






?(] words (ir loss 
No cDoriOOS;!!;
PUBLIC INFORMATION MEETINGS 
DISTRICT OF north SAANICH 
COMMUNITY PLAN REVIEW
The' council ;ol ll’io bislrict of : North Saanich encouraoesithe 
v rosidonts to participate in Iho OlfIclai Community;plan roview. :
Seyorai public information meetings are to be held throughout the 
plan review process,,The second in a scrios of such.mootings are 
as follows;
!"! Aigust;i6,!,!i983!.at!,'7.30'p,m.!^";^^
,,, ifi Hie Pavilion at thU:Agnouiiurii, .Ganuda, fiosoarcli Slalioii.,,,
!!;,!,880,1,EasfSaanich!,!Road,;;';! ;!;!;!!!;:'
and
August Ui. 1903 ai 7,30 p.m,
3^! in the Royal Canadian i.egion,Hall, Caanich Penlnsuia'lBrahchi
: ;3,l,6Cp,„MlllS„Road;‘'i',,,,,,!',v;.
CLASSIFIED CATEGORIES
;! !!!:;'";;,'>C0rs,ft, Trucks'',3'3!;; 373^'';
!^!!'. I' '■ !';,v'.!!".! "■ :!!!!*Traclo' or' Swap i!.',.,..:
*Vour "QUAHANTKED CLASSIFIEU" ad runiniiilll yolr 
ilflrn tiai sold or iip to 3 monttis, which ovor ,comas
::iirst!;33!;!''';';v!33,'7"'7'V'.';3 ;^333;!.!3;.;! 33!";'i;!
This ollor lippllos in all non«commofci(il small word 
classltliid ads (20 words Maximum) In' tlin abovn
,!c8lBqories only!..'!. . .......f!.'
•Boats 8t Marino 
•Mlscollanoous Wanlod
NON- COMMENCI At 
■3'.'ONLY'!.;:A'"
AU ADS MUST BE PnEfAID
Just Call or
2367 Beacon Avc., Sidney
Steel-Belted Radials!
Tor domestic and some flexibility
imp!6rted carsLthe Bridgestone i! in the tire sidewail, to keep more 
212V features a widej aggressive tread on the road through all phases 
tread pattern designed for long of acceleration, cornering and 
tire life, quiet running^jnereased handling. In short... it means 3 
traction and road-grip and fuel phenomenal handling characteristics! 
economy! Thcy^alsoglve
the added benefit of Superhiller, „hlle time lasts ... and in addition to 
iBridgestonc inventedfree wheel balance and alignrnent 
SuperFillerva unique rubber 3 check-up you’ll get superior 7 
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By MURRAY SHARRATT
It’s Junko Fukushima’s first visit 
to Canada — and she thinks it 
beautiful.
“There is so much room,’’ the 21- 
year-old student from Osako 
University for women explains, as 
her eyes sweep the horizons of 
Central Saanich from the sun deck 
of her host’s house. “In my country 
there are a lot of tall buildings, and 
not so much rural space.’’
Junko is staying with Roland and 
Joyce Hayes, 6438 Central Saanich 
Rd. and is one of 14 students visiting 
here through International Pacific 
Asian Consortium (INTERPAC) 
and staying with families on the 
Saanich Peninsula.
Some 70 other Japanese students 
aged 16 to 23 years are staying in 
Victoria and a total of 125 will visit 
the Greater Victoria area 
throughout the summer.
Some visitors — those who have 
taken, six years study of English in 
Japan — spend three hours several 
times a week in class practicing the 
language. Angus Stewart, a former 
teacher in North Saanich, is in­
structing classes at Sidney Pen­
tecostal Church on MacDonald 
Park Rd.
Junko decided she’d like to visit 
Canada because she knew so little 
about the country: In Japan, Junko 
says, students know quite a lot 
about the U.S. and many youngsters 
are attracted to major west coast 
cities like San Francisco and Los 
Angeles.
Junko comes from Sakai City, a 
suburb of Osaka located on the 
southern part of the main island of 
Honshu. Tokoyo, Osaka and 
Nagoya, the three largest cities in 
Japan and all located fairly close to 
each other on the main island, 
account for 45 per cent of the 
country’s population.
Since World War II Japan has 
become very westernized and is the 
second most productive industrial 
nation in the world but the spread of 
western ideas has created some 
friction between generations.
The young have absorbed those 
ideas and are keen on wearing 
western-style clothing, eating 
western food and listening to 
western and European music.
The elderly, though, frown on 
such behavior, consider it an in­
vasion of their culture and remain 
traditionally loyal. Although the 
elderly and traditions are honored, 
they usually are not allowed to stand 
in the way of progress, Junko says.
Everyday customs, such as the 
traditional bow when greeting 
someone, are being rapidly replaced 
by western-style handshakes. The 
elderly feel a great obligation to 
return a favor or a gift, but Junko 
prefers the western approach of 
graciously accepting a gift or favor 
without feeling obligated to return 
it. ,
Although young Japanese, do 
wear western and European-style 
clothing they have a generally 
respectable and modest approach to 
dress. Junko says women in Japan 
usually wear plain and in­
conspicuous dresses while men tend 
to wear suits and ties in public.
She is astonished at the daring 
styles of summer clothing Canadian 
women wear — or rather don’t 
wear. Halter tops and other 
brassiere-less tops are not worn in 
Japan.;;:
During the exchange visit, the 
host family also learn something 
about Japanese culture. ^ s 
Recently the Hayes family were 
treated to a traditional Japanese; 
meal Junko prepared. Joyce Hayes 
says the meal was enjoyable but 
Junko had prepared way to much 
food.
Had she miscalculated in her
Vi ^
been told that Canadians and 
A eat a lot.
Japanese diet consists mainly of; 
fresh vegetables, fruits and seafood 
while rice and tea are almost always 
a part of every meal. But such 
western-style meals as hamburger 
and fries and even spaghetti have 
become popular not only in 
restaurants but in the family kitchen 
as well.
The traditional Japanese diet is 
low in calories and cholesteral and is 
said to account for the highlife 
expectancy Japanese enjoy — the 
highest ihthe world at 76 years.
Japanese usually eat from a bowl 
held at chest level instead of bending 
over the table. Eating while walking, 
passing food from the chopstick of
Junko Fukushima and host mom Joyce Hayes.
after
ployment in a large corporation in
one person to another and chop- couples usually decide for them-  graduating will seek em-
^ selves.
of food arc all considered poor In Japan, women’s# liberation Osaka.
manners. seems to be non-existent as most She says her people are hard-
Traditionally, Japanese have a women have to choose between working and devoted to their jobs.
■ marriage and a career. Junko says Employees usually remain with a
once a woman is married she is
strong sense of family unity and 
fdmily members such > as; grand­
parents often live with the family for ; 
the rest of their lives: Children-will 
continue living at home until they : 
'arewarried:;.''-
arrange the marriage of their 
children, but Junko Says today
expected to stay; home, raise: the 
children ' arid perform other 
domestic duties: There; are some 
exceptions, says Junko, but they are# 
rare.
Jiinkb is currently studying 
English and American literature and
company for life;
Junko would Tike; to pursue a 
career, but explained in a giggling 
moment of embarrassment, “If 1 
meet the right boy and if he is 
handsome and has lots of money, I 
will quit my career and get 
married."
of Saturna Island 
% Lawson
was winnermuons rajjie to raise money jor rresiey Thomas Benefit 
Fund. Club is providing reading machine and payng for tutor for 
Thomas who attends Nor Saanich middle school and is losing 
eyesight. Lawson, who runs
7she'llhang onjo silver^M price goes up, Barbara Bell drew 
fichkfor Lion Phil Hendrey at Review office Aug^f^
Capital Region Transit Com­
mission has awarded a contract to 
Empress Taxis, of Victoria, to take 
over rural bus service in North 
Saanich, but the :1^
Canadian Transit Union, whose 
members drive the buses; has ap-'
; plied to the Labor Relations Board 
;';to;blqckThechnngc.;'#;7;#';;: ;;#
taxis, itot with Imini'buscsji as ha#
been reported elsewhere. On the schedule remain the same as Tor the 
average the buses have been carrying buses, with four trips a day. 
less than two passengers, the taxis Initial contract runs from the end
can carry five. ol' this month until March of next
At peak times iTiotc than one taxi ; year, at an estimated total cost of
will be used. $ 17,000. Exact amdunt depends on
Ernpress was the low bidder for#^
the comract, at $22 an hour. Beacon required. Cost of providing, the 
Jaxi bid : $23.7#^^^^service .with bustMt ; has been o^ 
Conmac $50 an hour. Routes and $50,000 a year.
Bob Jones, vice president of the 
ICTU, Local 3; contends that the 
contract violates the union’s 
; agreement with Metro Transit 
Operating; Co., which prohibits 
contractingoutof jobs: "
He said the union has asked the 
LRB to rule that the transit ebrh- 
mission and; the company are a 
common employer.
whose outer rims stretch andi arc tduched by all that is ; 
around: From the day of qhr cpnceptioivv^
; all '{know'#;abou|, change as; puf cells in a continuous:
rhythni divide, hmUiply aiid specialize until w 
how we began' is so trarisfornricd that the begihning is 
not recognizable.
: : ;Hdvy Wc develop and grpw as enibi^ps hasfyery 
to do with the medium in which wc cyolvc. lhtra-iitcrinc 
environments arc tremendously important in insuring
Ironically those same factors cipially contribute to family members, a life partner, cultural mores, the 
dur fears and to the temptations of keeping quiet, laying government.
low and hoping that SOMIiONE F.LSE will do In our close family and friend rclation.ships we 
.something! In certain circumstances it makes excellent frequently check impulses to say or do what we feel is
sense id be afraid, and to be reasoned and careful. right dr; see is best because we’re afraid of losing:
;; Jhi s i s hot a f acsi mile for ign o i ahcc^^ or i in po t cncc.;
Hdleii iThc development of a healthy foetus. Similarily the 
envelope of dur particular culture can facilitate and
• Waller, nurture, or limit, disallow, interrupt or retarxl our in-
i regimes, reports of which fill our daily
news, do, with overt aggression, interfere, prevent and
i#i
II mi .........—   ,, « tt •!! ) . | ^ vr i|. 1.1 I livvi I VI V I : |.r| V ▼ VI • V
Lcafnlng to be assertive is a many splcndorcd process, prohibit their citizens from #>caking outr moving freely
and to analyze the individual components is very much . . . sdmeiime# jailing, bashing dr
like trying to decide on the color and shape of a par# ; complicrs.;^^^ ;# ': !
ticular explosion of fireworks against the night sky. The personal atmosphere of the individual is
In previous articles about assertiveness we've poisoned by Tear, deprivation, abuse, fatigue; pain and
highlightedThc positive;aspect;of leading our.livcs in a #hiirniliatidn. Levy jself ; esteem, ragc5a 
vigorous and co-operative style, If that were so simple a Pfcdictablc consequences. tOn a larger scale this is a 
task life would be smoother and each of us wouKibe : T^jTica o)#vli',d dci.uitiiuch|luicii inabusi',cfaniilH-.,.)
'■ fullrillcd,and confidcnideopl#'''"' dut:;^'#dcicty7;';":aBgrcssivchess::#pcrpetrated;'#by;:''; 
WImt prcvenisrus from cxprc.ssing ourselves?
: exu using of our rights? '■'tbt# and rovf'rt Onr- hav^ tr, lnf>k u^ry fnr
iWhat forces arc ftl work;insid to see That ' jab Toss; #thrcats of financial
; selves that mitigate against our respecting the rights of # recriminations, (jrancellatlbn i df civil rights and the 
■'■-■-'othcrs?'^■■ :.#’;f###;:,elinniiaiidtj;.pfivjni»J0rUy3, prcacctipii;'quickly,;',crcalc'U;:
; The Individual is'pnly one part oLthe hub iii the.wheeh'iv.'climate necessitating asseitiyeaciion. ,''#■' #^
In the sjmaller arena of our social lives I here is a 
multitude of:fears; that preventTis;from acting in our# 
;own best interests^ How often have you decided against 
doing something in case you made a mistake, went 
against the rules or looked like a fool? How careful wc 
‘ arc to avoid being made fun of, dr even inprc serious, of 
'■'.;bcing rejected.:’':;
; A who in our particular sdcieiy can avoid being 
cohtarnihated by the fear of losing;
losing love, or losing control,
' Wc : worry a
assaultedi about being held neebuntablc (which Iri many 
situations irahslatcs iirild being blamed), or being I
closing the door To creative Thought. In our private 
practjcc wc frequently find ourselves asking people 
'iWhat’s the worst possible thifig that can happcn?!’ i^o 
one has trouble imagining.
The companion question Is; "If that does happen, 
in'our everyday fabric that il requires a conscious how will ydu deal with It?"
#deci#dh not to Coinpete in our iniirnaie: relatings. Fear is a signal ; , an indicator of danger, un-^T 
: People TtaVC; had difficuU . struggles to be opppHviniiyTp change and ;#
havipg to swim upstream against the nanow irmlition challenge; If wc can bear the discomfort of paying # 
hdtidns of what 'con^itiitcs a ’’real"; woman, a that signal, vve can mually ttsc it'■ ■ , ■ ' ' ■ ■ ' l ■ ‘. i, '■ ■ ■ ■ : ■ ! ■ ' ■ . ' ’ . f n ‘ ' - • .' ''1
man. '"TQvnntage, ■
For each Of us as Individtrals there is ridthihg so Once we devclopi some plan with whlch td deal with # 
deaderiinB to assertiveness as fatigue, pain and Illness,
which reroute creative energy to thc pursuit of sur» ; i resouitesi it’s a rare fear that doesn’t subside and shrink : 
vival, Fear of physical abuse, injury and death a manageable size.
smother vigor and stifne inventiveness, In fact, fear The key is not that the fear disappears, but that wc 
, seems Iti ITocking assertive redirect it’s power to mobilize ourselves and fuel cf-
vTlKtiavibur; iHT ihiTicr Where,th • • • fcclive action.
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By HELEN LANG
The weatherman must have been looking at the wrong 
satellite picture because he couldn’t have been further 
wrong in his predictions. Here we are enjoying some of the 
best weather this summer. What a difference it has made in 
the garden just these few days of real heat! 1 won’t say 
“the corn is as high as an elephant’s eye,’’ but it’s certainly 
bigger than it was a week ago, and shows definite signs of 
bearing delectable ears of corn.
City people don’t have a chance when it comes to eating 
corn. The stuff you see in the supermarkets shouldn’t be 
fed to cows let alone people, and I strongly advise any of 
you who can’t or don’t grow corn to make a trip to a farm
and get it right off the stalk. It should be ready fairly soon 
now . . . watch the produce column of your newspaper for 
more exact dates.
Most garden books written for this part of the world 
mention that coastal gardens are often short of “boron” 
because of our heavy rainfall washing it out of the soil. I’m 
sure you all know that using boron in the garden is a lot 
like playing with a loaded gun, something better left to the 
experts.
The information in most books isn’t very helpful either, 
with vague information like “Use boron with caution.” 
“Too much boron will cause plant injury”, “Do not use 
near beans or cucumbers” or “Use boron at rates not 
exceeding lmL/9m2” (which is Greek to most home 
gardeners, including me). Finally, in a fine state of nerves, 
we decide not to bother.
This week had a delightful call from Dorothy Downey 
who offered a recipe for using household borax, which is 
Il per cent boron. She got her information from a column 
written by M.V. Chestnut in 1967! His suggestion is to mix 
one tablespoon of household borax into a six-quart 
watering can and apply alongside your vegetables in a 
stream as wide as a pencil. May 1 suggest that you write this 
information in the back of one of your gardening books, 
so that if you should ever decide to use boron you will 
know how much to use. You might also add “DO NOT use 
on beans (except broad beans) or cucumbers.”
Boron deficiencies show up in the vegetable garden as 
“brown curd in cauliflower, hollow stems in things like 
Brussels sprouts, cabbage, broccolies, and caulies, cracked 
stems in celery, bitterpit in apples and cankers on beets.” 
So if your vegetable patch is showing any of these sym­
ptoms perhaps a cautious application of household borax
may provide the answer.
Time now to start to put in your winter vegetable garden 
with all those things we have been talking about over the 
past couple of months. If you are buying your plants from 
a nursery do watch that you choose plants with succulent 
looking stems, not those hard, twisted, stunted-looking 
stems that mean the plants have spent too long in those tiny 
pots.
I won’t go into all my routine on howto plant, its been 
done too often. Just please remember you may plant your 
seedlings up to the first leaf (new roots will come out along 
the buried stem), firm the plants into the soil, and do use 
lots of lime when you plant. Oh, one more thing. When 
your seedlings are in the soil, do provide shade for the first 
couple of days.
This past week have done 10 pints of curried Zuccini 
pickle, made a gallon and a half of Zuccini bisque (zuc- 
cinies never know when to stop) bottled a dozen quarts of 
apricots, and made our favorite apricot-orange marmalade 
— jars and jars of it.
As I was proudly showing “himself” the marmalade, he 
says “Hide it!” He is crazy about it, and we always seem to 
run out before next year’s apricots appear.
My Vancouver daughter was a bit patronizing about my 
beloved begonias when here the other day, saying “Well, 
these are very nice. Mother, but mine are about twice that 
size. “Fighting words! “How come?” sez I. Her reply, “I 
have really poured the fertilizer to them this year, lots of 
20-20-20,” so that’s what 1 will do today and within weeks 
should see the results.
Another unexpected visitor this week, and nowhere 
nearly as welcome as my daughter, in spite of her low 
opinion of my begonias, was an ugly creature in the fish
pool. “Himself” spotted this hideous looking thing 
skulking on the side of the pool underwater. His suggestion 
was “leave it there”, but when he turned his back I fished 
it out for a better look. It was no prettier on closer 
examination, looking for all the world like an aquatic 
grasshopper, with long legs and mean little eyes. He has 






WALTER H. LAING 
CASE Co-ordinator
Do you know about CASE?
This government sponsored assistance program is available to 
any small business.
The counsellors are retired, successful businessmen.
Reports are confidential. CASE can help you in start-up pro­
cedures for a new business, purchasing and existing business all 
phases of operation.
Bookkeeping Cashflow Inventory Control
Marketing Profit Ratio Financing
For further information contact:
990 Fort St., Victoria, B.C. V8V 3K2 388-0161
©
FEDERAL BUSINESS. BANQUE FEOeRALE 
DEVELOPMENT BANK DE DeVELOPPEMENT
Your success is our only business.
Canada
cmmnumfy^
Sorne people may Kaye 
the V misconception that 
because of summer holidays 
and staff vacations the 
Community Counselling 
Centre closes ■ or reduces its 
T hqurs of operation in the 
July-Au^gust period. This; is 
hot the case; it is open as ; 
usual, 9:30 a.m.-noon and 
1-4 p.m.
Counselling ap­
pointments can also be 
made for late afternoon or 
evening to fit people’s work-: 
schedules. The CCC 
welcomes your call and is 
ready to serve you. For 
more information phone
1*
Sidney Cadet Sybil Pottery, 14, 
practices stretching during physical 
training class at Cadet Camp 
Whitehorse. Sybil is one of 47 band 
cadets attending Cadet Camp 
Whitehorse, Yukon, this summer. 
In keeping with aims of cadet 
movement, youngsters at camp are 
trained in leadership, citizenship 
and physical fitness. Sybil is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy 
Pottery. Northbooke Street, Sidney.
REALSPAH PROPERTIES LTD.
NEW MIViES :
From $79,500, 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms built by Kipot Construc­
tion, a quality builder. See these now, 
still time to make changes and addi­
tions.
COr^DOP^iNgUll^S
Large , one bedroom 3rd floor and 
ground floor units. Fireplaces, laun­
dry in suite. Super location. $59,500
r
. STAG members are 
going on a four-day 
camping trip to Rathtrevor 
Beach on Aug. 12.
Youngsters aged 13-18 
years who are interested 
should come to the
clubhou.se and sign up for 
the trip. The cost is $5 for 
non-members, $4 for
members.
While on the subject I 
have two further minor 
news items to report. 
Firstly; seven STAG 
members and I enjoyed an 
afternoon horse riding at 
the Rancho del Rio in the
Cowichan Valley and
secondly; my chair is 
festooned with a bright ne\v 
cushion as a result; " 
^^>The';;.P'GN-:'Slvdp,"''as'- 
always^ is; lull of: good 
bargain and kind yolun- 
teers. I slopped in to last 
Thursday’s “market day’^
; and was really surprised at;
the amount of produce for 
j sale. Fresh lettuce, turnip;
; :;zucbhini; aiul i sqiiasli, were;
SIDNEY MEAT liflARKEI
9786 - 2nd Street 656'7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED CANADA "A”
FATT'S CHSCS(EN SPECIAL 
CHICKEN BREASTS..................................
iCHICKEN:LEGS;;f:l;;.:v:'








A.50x120 ft. with a cute bungalow, 
zoned commercial. Excellent mor-..
: tgaging available; Live in and operate ' 
.a cottage industry, $98,000 ;;
WATEHFUONT 
: TOWHHOySE :
$265,000; Luxury, with the finest 
water .views possible,: three 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms: The ultimate 
in fine living. View anytime. :
Excellent office space at 4,000 sq. ft.. Ideally suited,for Professionals such as doc­
tors or accountants.
For additional information or 
viewing any of the above cal! mh
John Colwell
8.3Sg~S4§4 R.592-9S2S
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cut hydrangea blooms were 
iLi r rcsfsuible .iVCpihe,';, a fid ;„ scy ■'.f 
for yourself ihis Thursday; 
the price is right.
The PCA welcomes three 
new members to its board. 
They arc Dec Bailin, Edith 
Gardner and Maurice 
; Smit|i; Formerly rnembem 
of the Community 
Counselling Centre’s 
: steering committee;theymfe 
welcome additions to' the 
;board» Good luck to themi ; ;
.jidonMipnS:;
needed
iSdcIcty is having difficulty 
:;:m<5Ctjng;;7;:r(;qucsts,,'';'':,Coc 
groceries each ntonth, 
Donations of canned 
goods, cKCC'iS garden 
prodiicc, fruit aticf other 
foods are neededrr-- and a 
freezer would be useful^ she 
;,snys.;:'Lp,onatiohs ;hc;^ 
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Youngster and heifer at recent 4-H Club Achievement Day held at 
Saanichton Fairgrounds. Murray Sharratt Phoio
The Saanich Peninsula 4- 
H Beef Club held its annual 
Achievement Rally July 31. ; 
Judge for the day was Dan 
Speller,- a former; club 
member ; who is now,;: a ; 
commercial cattleihan from 
Westwold, B.C. Acting- 
mayor Ron Cullis from 
Central - Saanich presented 
ribbons to the winners'.
‘ The first eveiit of the day 
was the steer class. Debbie 
Steffler and her Limousin 
won first:place with Randy 
Long and his Angus 
second. The next steer class : 
was won by Dunane; 
Badminton with his 
Hereford and Erin Kennedy: 
second with her Hereford 
Steer. Grand Champion for 
the day was Debbie Steffler 
with Randy Long reserve.
In heifer classes, the first 
Class was "won by Bill; 
■Adams with his Charlais 
heifer, second was Warren 
, Balckwell : with ; his 
Hereford, v The secon cl 
Heifer class
Shannon O’ Reilly and her 
Angus and Erin Kennedy 
with her Hereford. Grand 
Champion heifer was Bill 
Adam’s^-; G
f e s e r V e w as S ha n n on
O’Reilly’s Angus.
: After an excellent lunch 
supplied by mothers, 
showmanship classes got 
under- way. Junior 
C h am pion: Clayton 
Kennedy, Reserve: Debbie 
Samarou. Intermediate 
Champion; Darren Black- 
well, Reserve: Erin Ken­
nedy. Senior: Champion: 
Shannon O’Reilly, Reserve; 
Warren Blackwell.
Gr a rid; C hamp io ri 
Showman was Shannon 
O’R ei 11 y; with W ar ren 
Blackwell Reserve.
Members of Saanich 
Peninsula Beef Club will 
attend the PNE August 25 
to show their cattle. Reserye ; 
bids on this show steer will 
be welcome by club 
members. They will be sold 















Tirrte’8 running out, So chock into your Yellow Pages listing
arid lot us know about any chpngosirra hurry^ ^ ^ ' ■ : ;
' ctin be in many places at once. It’s alspa good Idea 
: to list each lirm you rcsprosont so people won't have to go 
^riul onheirwaylo,lindVou.;,';;,::,;:'"
Rbmember that naitlos; positions and other information
cmni
;i1gtit along A^th them, tehargea apply lor chan9|j& hf'd; ;;,r 
■. extralistings.) .Jt;: .'T:, ■"■':■'
•for turltionniurmation, phunu y&ur.DX^.Tul Crislomcr 






The annual general 
meeting of the Peninsula 
Community Association 
elected the following as 
board members: Giles 
Perodeau, Dan Rippin, 
Pamela Poole, Lawrence 
Clark, Terry Dodds, Anne 
Johnston, Diane Robson, 
Akik Shewring, Ron 
Tidman, Maurice Smith,
Dee Bailin, Edith Gardner 
and Joan Beattie.
Table officers include 
Joan Beattie as board 
chairman; Anne Johnston, 
vice-president; Dan Rippin, 
treasurer; Diane Robson, 
secretary.
Beattie says two more 
people will be appointed to 
the board at a later date.
Sidney man dies
Norman Caffelle, aged 
86, of Sidney, died July 18. 
He was predeceased by his 
wife, Edith and son, Ron 
and leaves his daughter and 
son-in law, Lois and 
George; daughter-in-law 
Leona; grandchildren
Donna, David and Brian; 
great grandchild Michael — 
all of Victoria; and a sister, 
Alma, of Florida, U.S.
A private family service 
w'as held, arrangements by 
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ALLIANCE
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ANGLICAN
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Rev Ret'tl CHey 65B-5121
CATHOLIC
V •Our. Lady ol the Assumption - - 77?b Wes! Saanu h HO 
• St, Elizabeth's Church —10030 Ihifd Si StCney
LUTHERAN
• Peace Lulhctan Church - P.isim Ocnius .1 Pa.ip. .’JOB Wciler Avi' 656-2721, 656-7484
NAZARENE
• isl Church ol The Nazaiene -• Rev H.ley Coullet. ,127/ Qu.irlM SUeel Viclona 479-1733
PENTECOSTAL
•Oldlielt) Roar)Gospel Chapel - Rev JnelD NellHMon 5506(ildlield Ro.id(P A 0 C I 
• Sidney Pentecoslal--Rev Vetii hstl.ilfu 1U36-I Medoi'.Lld P,nk Rd IP A 0 C !
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•St. Andrews ■■■ H‘.iv D J MoUoy Masonic H»iil -iih Avu A Ml Haki’r 656-2895
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P.ISIOI M A. AIwoorl, 10469 Resthaven Dr,, Sidney 656-7970. 656-2225
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
2210 Laslleiqh Way. Sidney , , 656-6823
656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church — Pasioi Dean vViison 
9925- 5lhS! Sidney , ,
656-3057
656-3544
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA
•St. John’s —fiev. Hon Ptali : .
10990 West Saanich Rd.
•SI. Paul s ,
2410 Malavicw —Rev Hon Prall .
•Shady Creek -- 7180 East Saanich Rd. R»v Melvm H Adams
•Brentwood
7113? West Saanich Rd — Rev. Melvin H. Adams
















10am. .... Sunday School 














4th Ave. & Mt. Baker 







792 Sea Or,; Brentwood Ba^





Anglican Church of Canada t
ST. Jl Airs
1934 Cultra Ave;,;; 
Saanichton
g SUNDAY, AUGUST 14th 
(Trinity II)
8:00am .. .HolyCommunion 
:.10:30am: . Morning Prayer;
Everyone Welcome




Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
ifEydrybne; Welcome!
Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 
The Rev. William F. George
St Savior’s
Corner of














Mills Rd. & W. Saanich Rd. 
NORTH SAANICH
: ; TRINITY 
8:00a,hi:. t ,HolyEuchai;ist 
10:00a,m. . . Morning Prayer
The Rev, D. Malins, StS.C, 
Rector 6515-3223




ida.m.. , , Morning Prayer;
I , ;::: (Child care program,;,;::: • 
N;uT's''e;T^.y:)Y 
CANON HOWELL FULLER 
Of WALES, Preaching 
COFFEE PERklNG! ; -; 
tho Rovy DAVID FULLER 
656-5322^^Y;';^":"Y' 
ALL WELCOME! ' ;
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R. HORI PRATT 
Off. G56-3213 Res. 6561930
:T;:Y;,STY:iOHM»Svx::
: 10990 West Saanich Rd;
The Church By The Lake
.Y ST.; PAUL'S
I 2410 Malaview
:0ne service only for St . Jolin's: 
: and Stt Paul' s at 11 p.nri: frorn; 
July 3 to Sept. 4 inclusive at 




5363 Pat Bay Hwy. 
SUNDAY
';■■;';: :;i:0:30:-am;:;; ;:";■
:Y; Morning Service ;: 
& Sunday School;



































CENI RAL SAANICH 
Rev. Stephen Swift A 
Off. 652-2713 Res. 477 2635
; 7726 Wi Saanich Road
8'30 am Sunday
SHADY CREEK
;: 7160 EasI Saanich Rd,
9.4i.)am . , Family StKvIcu 
and Sunday School
BRENTWOOD
7162 West Saanich Rd,














10030 Third SI, i SIdnov ;








Church ft Mornino Prayer 
(5:00 pm . . Evening S«rvir;e 
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Y:);4S'?im ; ; ; (family Hour 
'lliDO.am ;:., ' :;;Vito(bm 
Service;'
■ Y','';-;''vVcdniitsday'' ■'■;"
'7 YfinnY ■ •'• ;: Home Bthlo:-
■':'..:,;<;:M.:..;„SlUdieS;
r: ;a non-ridndmmaiienai ■
Y" ichurch meeling ai;";;: .
Healing Elomontary School 
6483 Contial Saanlch ltd, ?t 
9145
Family Service
Tho End ol Your Search 
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North Saanich
Capital Regional District engineers have recommended 
nearly $650,000 in improvements to the Curteis Point 
water distribution system, and this does not include the 
cost of replacing most of the existing four-inch mains with 
six-inch mains.
Best solution to water problems on the point, the 
engineers’ study showed, would be an eight-inch line from 
the Cloake Hill reservoir feeding into six-inch mains 
circling Curteis, Dunne, Kedge Anchor, Inwbod and 
Tryon Roads. At present mains are only four-inch except 
for a short distance on Tryon Road.
To improve the service until water from Cloake Hill is 
available, the engineers recommend a pumping installation 
costing approximately, $86,000. This would provide two 
pumps, one a standby, for regular water service, plus a
They also recommend laying a six-inch main along 
Curteis Road to Boas Road immediately at a cost of 
$213,000. Further proposed extensions mainly on new 
roads, would cost an estimated $345,000.
The report did not contain any estimate of the cost of 
replacing the rest of the: four-inch mains:
only if B.C. Ferries adjust its water demand so as not to 
Stop causing sudden pressure drops in the eight-inch line 
from the McTvish Reservoir, and if Curteis Point residents 
are restricted from watering lawns and gardens during 
>.daylighthours.
About 100 householders at lower elevations would also 
have to install pressure reduction valves on their intake 
pipes.
Even with all these improvements the water supply
problem noted in the report is that pressure in the 
mains in North Saanich will drop about 18 pounds per 
square inch sometime in the next five to eight years because 




When it comes to con- 
'sumer complaints, many 
people have determination, 
but no system.
All too often, customers 
with a complaint to make 
will begin by addressing the 
first staff member they 
meet upon entering an 
establishment.
Usually, they will then be ’ 
referred to the next senior 
staff member, and so on, 
and so on. Often, in 
despair, people throw their 
hands in the air and storm 
out of the store in total 
frustration.
You should complain 
when you feel you have 
been unfairly treated in the 
marketplace. If you have 
complained ineffectively in 
the past, it is probably 
because you complained to 
the wrong person, you lost 
your temper, or you gave 
incomplete information.
The information which 
should accompany any 
complaint is: your name, 
address, and phone 
number, the date on which 
the transaction took place, 
the name of the 
manufacturer and code or 
serial number of the faulty 
product, the nature of the 
fault, and the action you 
expect — refund, repair, 
replacement, adjustment, 
correction, information, 
change, of policy, or 
'/^apology.' .V;
C pnsu mer s mu st 
maintain a businesslike 
manner when negotiati ng 
with business. In fact, a 
wise move is to determine 
' what the ; complaint 
resolutions policies of a 
business are before you 
enter into a transaction.
Know how to complain j 
and chances are, if you have 
legitimate grounds, you’ll 
get satisfaction.





Hockey is a very Canadian word. It is also a popular 
sport that many indulge in during the fall and winter 
months. Names like Wayne Gretzky, Lanny MacDonald 
and Stan Smyl represent one of the most exciting forms of 
professional recreation.
The National Hockey League is not the only type of 
hockey entertainment close to home. If you take a stroll to 
Panorama Leisure Centre, it can supply you with enough, 
“he shoots. .. he scores!” for an action-packed season.
Peninsula Minor Hockey operates at Peninsula 
Recreation with many divisions and age groups. There is a 
certain thrill watching a youngster fumble with the puck, 
only to regain his balance and with all his effort shoot it 
into the net. The same excitement is attached to a teen 
scoring on a breakaway.
But why rave about hockey in August? The dryfloor at 
Panorama will soon be gone. The centre’s ice goes in next 
week in preparation for the skating months.
Peninsula Recreation feels pre-season hockey con­
ditioning makes the player, so once again, hockey lessons 
are available. Summer hockey school is as popular as ever 
with the usual high registration. The 10-12 and 13-16 year 
classes are full, but there is still room for those future stars 
from 7-9 year-olds,Drop by soon to enroll your youngster 
in the school from August 25-September 3.
Little Gretzkky’s, a pre-school program, offers a chalk 
talk, 45 minutes on ice for skill development and a wrap-up 
game. This session gives those 4-6 year-olds a chance to 
learn the fundamentals of co-ordination and how much 
fun the sport can be. Panorama’s Joe Steveiison (mini 
hockey instructor) will teach youngsters. ■
Those older than the hockey school ages may enroll in 
hockey conditioning with Rob Mclnnes, a certified 
coaching instructor, and Pat Cullen from the Seattle 
Breakers of the Western Hockey League. This class for 17- 
24 year-olds, emphasizes strengthening and conditioning 
through skills and drills.
For adults who need that extra body toning for the 
season, head start to hockey is scheduled. Instructed by 
Pat Cullen, this 24 years and up session, involves a hal^ 
hour dryland arid one hour ice training.
The offer stands — give your body a pre-season work­
out and reap the benefits in themoriths to follow!
dust before the arena goes through its metamorphic 
stage: the Victoria City Dog Show will take place this 
week-end (Aug. 12,13, 14). Admission is free.
Skate, swim or bark with us!
Sidney Provincial Coisrt
Robert James provincial court after
Livingston, 41, of 18-7675 pleading guilty to driving 
. East Saanich Rd., was fined while over .08 alcohol level; 
$375, Aug. 2 in Sidney -
15-45 HP
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North Saanich is having
troule getting, a water 
supply for its new satellite 
fireball on the South side of 
McTavish at Cresswell 
Road, not because there are 
no water mains in the area 
but because there are too 
many.
Contract for the fire hall 
called for the contractor to 
lay a six-inch pipe across 
McTavish Road to the 
eight-inch main on the 
north side, so a hydrant 
could be installed in front 
of the hail; to fill tanker 
trucks.
Last month the con­
tractor began the work, 
only to discover that the 20- 
i; inch watermairi ; bri; the 
south side of the road was 
in the way. CRP engineers 
insisted that it was too close 
to I he sur face for the fire 
hall line to go over the top 
but going underneath 
would put the cost of the 
fa r; abb VC the contract
erbssing,;;: .would i; b« 
where dthe; 2b-irich
mam is reduced to 16 in­
ches, and if any damage 
were done at that point it 
would leave the Deep Gove 
area without water for a 
month awaiting a 
replacement piece.
For a time it looked as if 
a: solution was available in 
the old fbur-inch main to 
the ai rportt which is also at 
the site. Unfortunately that 
line no longer has any water 
iri it, and has been cut in a 
number of placesy one of" 
them being where the 26- 
inch main crosses it. ^
Cheapest alternative is to 
go 132 feet west along 
McTavish to a point where 
the 16-inch main is buried 
deep enough for a six-inch 
line to cross bn top of it, 
but last Tuesday the firehall 
committee could think of 
no way to lay the extra pipe 
and stay within the $4,400 
budgetteci Tor the job: 
There is no place, to save 
any signi ficant sum of 
inbney on the balance of tlic 
ebnt met because the 
building is virtually 
completed.
Under a new section of 
the Motor Vehicle Act the 
B.C. Motor Vehicle 
superintendent will have the 
authority, under certain 
circumstances, to shorten a 
driver’s licence period. 
Driver’s licences are 
norriiallyiSsuedforafive- 
';;yearperiod.-;
The section introduced 
into the act last October 
became effective Aug. 1.
The section states that 
drivers under the age of 19; 
currently or previously 
susperidedi from driving; or 
having certain medical 
conditions; may be subject 
to a shorter expiry date, not 
less than one year and riot 
more than five years.
®5 day sessiens from 
®July s1lth to 15th 
®July iath to 22nd 
oJuly 25th to 2gth
August Sessions 
available as well
•8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon 
•Daily Instruction on 
riding a horse care




















Taught In tho privaoy ol 
your own homo on ^ 7 ;
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All classified ads must be submit­
ted to our office before noon on Mm- 
day prior to publication date. We are 




Thu Review reserves Ihe right lo classify ads under appropriale headings and lo sel rales 
Iherelore and lo determine page location. ' .
The Review reserves Ihe right to revise, edit, classily or reject any adverliscment and to 
retain any answers directed lo the Review Box Reply Services and to repay Ihe cuslomer the 
sum paid lor the adverlisemenl and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold" insiruclions will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send originals ol documenis lo 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days ol Ihe 
lirsi publication.
II Is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that the liability ol The Review in the event 
ol an error appearing in Ihe adverlisemenl as published shall be limited lo the amount paid by 
the adveilisei lor only one Incorrect insertion lor the portion ot the advertising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item only and that there shall be no lialnlily in any event qiealei 
than the amount paid lor such advertising.
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIOHS, GOODS and SERVICE .. .
INFUTION FIGHER, get wood
while its dry! Bring chain saw, or, 
seasoned 1/2 cord delivered 





BOATHOUSE. Van Isle 
For info, call Rimpac 
656-6313. 4wc32
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
In Memoriam 
Cards of Thanks , . 
Notices . . . ..,,,. 
Lost
Found . : .; . ,
Personals , . ^.... 
Business Personals
Business Opportunities ... ... . . . . . . . . .8
Help Wanted . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..... . ...,., :9
Work Wanted...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... to
Miscellaneous For Sale ,...:....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Garage Sales... . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ..... . . . . . . . ..... ,,.. . ,12
Wanted To Buy .13
COLUMNIST-AUTHOR 
terviewed on Webster. 
Appreciative letters praise my 
genuine, richly rewarding 
booklet. $1.00 postpaid, P.O. Box 
823, New Westminster, B.C. V3L 
4Z8. You'll treasure it forever.
1pb32
RELIABLE YARD WORK WAN­
TED, gardening, lawn cutting, 










Snowmobiles.. . .. 
Cars;...::....,..
Trucks:,
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375, Winlaw 112-226-7343, 
Lillooet 1 12-256-7501, 
Whitehorsell2-667-7332. na-tfn
EXPERIENCED SHIPWRIGHT for
wooden boats. Caulking, repairs, 
or new construction in Sidney 
area. Call 656-5061. 5p35
NATIONAL PLANER FOUR 
HEAD, S4S. 1" T&G, decking and 
shiplap patterns. Belt drive, 
hydraulic side heads - $8,500. 
Chrysler Semi-hemi power unit, 
V-8 gas - $ 100. McR_ae Head Saw, 
fourteen foot manual carriage, 
48" saw, fifty foot steel frame. 
Will cut to twenty-eight feet - 
$7,500. IHC UD 14A power unit, 
completely rebuilt; - $4,000.
Massey Ferguson Model 95 Diesel 
Tractor P.T.O., belt drive, 
hydraulics. Excellent condition. 
Capable of driving head saw - 
$1,500. Ross Ford Lift 300 Ford 
power, 16,000 lb. lift - $4,500. 
Phone (604) 358-7749 days; 358- 
2361 evenings. Ipb32
23' HUDDLESTON clinker built 
wooden cabin cruiser, Volvo 
engine and leg. Everything on 
board for year round cruising, 
excellent sea boat. $10,500. 652- 
0473. Ip32
17’ MAHOGANY LAP STRAKE
(clinker) Danish built. New canvas 
top and outfitted for fishing. 40 
h.p. Johnson and 5 h.p. kicker. 
Tandom trailer. Asking $3,000. 
656-4092. 2p33
■ ANDY’S AUTO PARTS 
Si ACCESSORIES
2412 BEVAN. SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
17'/j FT. WOODEN BOAT, shelter 
cabin, new mechanical steering. 
10981 Merc 40 H.P. elec, start, 
low hours. Bilge pump, running 
lights, trailer, $2,750 obo. Phone 
656-6302. 2-33
COHM^C AUTOIVIOTiVE 













DAY CARE in my home. Full time
only. More than 25 years ex- 
perience. Ph. 656-9998 6c36
THREE POSITION reclining seats 
from Greyhound Bus. Good for 
hockey club or for patio. Reading 
lights from bus. Nice for vans, 
bedrooms or wherever. Wanted 
6V71 Diesel Motor for MC2 bus. 
Phonell2-378-4164. Ipb32
U.S. CATALINA 27. 15 outboard, 
wheel, five sails. Well equipped 




DEEP COVE MAN with truck for
house, yard and garden main­
tenance, carpentry, hauling away, 
window cleaning, evestroughs 
and roofs cleaned. Septic fields. 
Reasonable rates anywhere on 
Peninsula. Malcolm, 656-9312.
MEN'S LEATHER COAT 3/4 
length with borg zipper lining. 
Size42. $150. 656-3753. 2p33
100 MILE HOUSE two bay auto 
repair ^rage operating in gas 
station pumping 800,000 gal. 
gas/year. Excellent lease: Major 
repair contract with local 
business. Full price includes 
stock, equipment, lease and 
contract - $6,500. Phone (604) 
395-3424. Ipb32
HANDYMAN AVAILABLE,
reasonable rates. Call Bernie, 
656-0563. 2p33
WOOD WINDOWS, DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection, 
lowest prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375. 27pbtfn
MUST SELL, Baby arriving soon. 
500W 1978 Honda Goldwing 
1000 with only 10,000 miles. 
Krauser travel bags and Wind­






•Certified Body Shop «Radiator Repairs oQourtesy Cars 
•Aisto Class ®Fra!ne Repairs Available
HARLEY-DAVIDSON RIDERS 
check our LOW PRICES before 
you buy. 1952 Panhead - $6995; 
1983 FXRT - $9500; 1983 FLHT 
Classic - $10,999. Syd's Cycle, 
Trail, B.C.V1R2Y8. Ipb32
DO YOU NEED HELP with the
care of your home? Clean, careful 
handyman V will do gardening, 
renovations: and general main­
tenance, only $ 7 per hour. Call 
Steve at 656-4490 or Graham 
:656-5864. ; : : : ^ 8c39
WOMEN'S WETSUIT. size 
medium, wooden scow 25x50’, 
styro filled; walker, jolly jumper, 
car bed and change table. Phone 








Homes & Offices ;
: Gutter Cleaning
ESTIMATES V 656“13S3
FREE FIREWOOD to anyone who 





; Publishen on: Wedneso.iy-'orevery '; 
\Npek by
;:CARiB0tf PRtSS7l969t LT()V
I ;:2367 ■ Buacon Avc f;Siqney;-i^cl'ybLT;! W9 ;
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
(ASSOCIATION. 9 7 88 2 nd St., is ' 
the information and Volunteer;
1 Service Tor;the; peninsula i It you 
need assistance or if you wish to 
T vdlii nteer a fewj hdii rs: a week to/: 
Shelp: others/irt your/commuhity,/: 
Lpleaise/cal1 656-0134: for/furtherfe 
’information.
MODERN SHAKE MILL and 
THREE BEDROOM HOME on 7 .8 
acres, includes timber rights. 
Part financing arranged. Private 
sale. Retiring, Phone 112-359- 
7377 or write: Box 1, Crescent 
Valley, B C VOG IHO-C^^: :^^^^^^^
PWA RETURN TICKET Van­
couver/Saskatoon. August 12, 
return(August 24. $150. Phone 
592-2608.
17 FT. HOLIDAY TRAILER, 3-way 
fridge, stove, sleeps.6, excellent 
condition. Ph. 656-2381. 4p32
SELF PROPELLED reel-type 
mower, : Baycrest. Running 
condition. $ 75 . Phone652-1646.
■ ;:(':2'p33:.:""::::'-= H'L:'-
1963 FORD ECONOLINE - 200 
camporized - window van. Rebuilt 








f & Upholstery Cleaning
ELEGANT AND EXPENSIVE
: firewood CUT( T^ ORDtk, '. gntiqye/sofa, tv/o walnut: framed: vI
mirrors,; chairs,(wicker,: Va:falling,656^2j^_______ 4387^ kitchen living room, broadloom ®tanS!d^2*8%0^cPmTle^s^$3 9o6’
Vestern :: rug, drapesT bed spread, etc. standard, 28£00^mil8s.,$3,_90a.
(:(A godd(buy(652:1296. 12g39(::^LIGHTING! FIXTURES;/W^terCanada's/TiTargestj: /display:/jiWeekehd::daily;!3-7 (p.m.:/9659jf!?^^Y): ,
Wholesale and retail. Free Second Street. ______ lp32 71 pATSUNg: 240 ^
a .-.catalogiies available. Norburn DOUBLE: ^
(Liquid
“Expert Carpet & Upholstery Cleaning The Unique Way ” 
FREE ESTIMATES - BONDED 3. INSURED
6Si-373G 477-4911
CLASSIFIED RATES;
: //(piep.iy’ntenl f.Tic oniyi' :: ('.onsuculive- 
: ::::icpeaj:mser!joris:-Si: dp;f!er':week ; pyei! 
:/•: 20,words .(lirsi wceK);' ear.h exii.'i'worri.' :- 
{4:.(;er\ls.:;Conseiiut!ve:rei)crii:in5tiiilpns: 
over 20, words .ip' cenis p(;r.‘c.T'ch:;,iddi-:. 
:‘':lidnai:: w6id i Boxr::/iijnbcrs:::S! .00.:: 
:5:v Classi1ied; display-Vale:: upon;; requesj::-: 
V. eparqc cl,issi!i(!d3 are S3.00 lor Hie lirsi 
week: VISA rrile is also Sp.Od lPi ihe lirsi. 
..' :■ .week ' '...iv;.;';:..:..:
<TABLE:TENNIS: (Ffing f^ong) 
Brentwbod a Elementary/; School,
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
group meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for informatiori, 
call 656-4842 after5 p.m. / tfn
a positions :: also / pane
2pb32 (/(faetdrV! seconds), $3 ;5a!sq. :(ft
BU^OYi /WANTED, / evening :3mm g^ss, $ 1.00:1^ sq^ft. 656-/ 
/shifts, / (experience /ipreferred. / 6656 . Visa, Master Charge. 23f
aEWELLERV//AND/; NOVELTY/
in fast growing com- 
Located in shopping mall " 2^c3 V 
on/: highv/ayi/Reasonable rent;
Phone 566-4558:of 566-4364. 
i p b3 2
rebuilt tf^)Sir/posi/trafL-.rolli bar 
Jensen sbiitid system - Recarro 
: buckets -rsun roof - 3 piece mags, ■ § 
T/A radials and more. Very fast, 
looks great. $7,500. 656-0123, ^
serious enquiries only please.
Come to the Chalet between 5-6
p.m. Must be available for winter,/;
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
IS OVEREATING creating
or, wxM. « ployment. / 2wc33
:$1P:u(ir yrut in C.'in.in.i.lot Ihf; Ruvitrw 
S1.2 pet y(^v lor stmiorVili/ens,;
Anonymous: can" help you! No 
dues, no weigh-ins. Meetings are 
Mondays; 8 p.m; at 9788 ■ 2nd 
St/ Sidney. 656-2331. tfn
: Correr.l'ions shouia be inado beiore/he ;, 
second inseiliun, Allaw.in(:e can be made 
lor . one 'incorrect iriseilion only.; We 
( reserve iho:.righi:io classily adsiiiinder/; 
appropriate hepcimgs
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL 
ASSAULT Drop-in group meets 
every Wednesday, 7-9 p.m. at 
1045 Linden Ave. 383-5545,10-5 
p.m. Monday to Friday for more 
(info. "::.('-((/tfn(
THE QUARTER DECK requires a
part time waitress for weekends 
and holidays. Experience 
preferred but willing to train. 
Please call 656-6521. Iwc32
CRACK OF NOON LOGGING CO.,
f i r ewodd'/ su p p I ie rs;: serving 
(Sidney, Brentwood and Saanich 
/Peninsula rom Saltspring Island; 
Full cords split and delivered, 
Alder, $80;: Maple, $90; kindling 
wood available. Phone 385-2371, 
Cliff Brown. ( :: ; ((: : T4p38
:1971 /VOLKSWAGEN /STATION 
(WAGON.: Economical;!practical, 
/smooth running;: $2,000 or offers.:/ 
(656-6895 or 656/6815 (:(// : 2p33
Ceramic Tiles & Accessories 
Estimates & installations 
383-3811
BABYSITTER Fri. to Tue. 2:30 to
10:30 p.m. 652-1764 after 3 p.m. 
Ask for Deb. 2c33
WANTED: CASH for major ap­
pliances, (working or not. Fur-: 
niture or what have you, 381- 
245lOr381-3122( /// 6c33
THE FULLER BOYS' yard sale. 
9682 3rd St., Sidney. Hats, toys 
and ( other things. (10-2 p/rti. 
Thurs„ Aug; 11; / lp32
PALM SPRINGS - Villa Capri. 
Cozy retreat. Adults. Pool, Kit­
chen units, Oct.-Nov. special 
$195 U.S. per wk. 2 people. Ph, 
Victoria 382-6010 or write 1140 
FortSt.V8V3K8. 4p33(
LOW RANGE VOICES wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. It you like bar­
bershop style singing, feel 
welcome to join our friendly group 
most Mondays, 7:45 p.m, at the 
Legion Hall on Mills Road, Info 
656-5301 or 656-7828. tfn
SANDAK SHOES, ideal for
boating and camping. Good
WANTED: Experienced Band
Sawfiler for Alberta firm. Phone - j chrxn
(4fni593-4S44 - lDb32 selection of sizes and colors. Shoe
(403)52i4b44^_______j^££ parties or( individual/sales. Ph.
652-3038 / : 6c37
LOTS - OF TOYS, games, sports 
equipment and other. 5370 
Lockside, Cordova Bay opposite 
Lockside Park. Sat., Aug, 13, 9-3
'’p.m.':' /■ Ic32:
67 CHEV 1/2/ton excellent 
running/condition(/$1895 ( — 
O.B.O, 73 Ford 3/4 ton excellent 
running condition $2850 O.B.O. 
Phone652-9674 Preferred afterO 
:p.m/' ':"/-/:/"■://, ;::.;12p42
SUMMER FUN! for 4 to 11 yo-ir 
olds, tired of school holidays . .. 
: Vacation Bible School at Brent­
wood United Church; 7162 W, 
Saanich Rd,, Aug. 8 to 12,1:30 to 
, 3:30, (Songs, stories, (crafts, 
games, Info, 656-6287 2p32
CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR 
(CITIZENS programmed meetings, 
1 St a nd 3 rd Thurs, each month; 
drop-ins every TuesdJiy, 2-4 p.rn,, 
Lions Hall, 6994 East Saanich 
Rd., Saanichton tfn
EARN EXTRA MONEY part-time
as a Regal Sales Representative. 
Our Gift Catalogue is all you need. 
Write REGAL, 939 Eglinton Ave,, 









METAL PATIO TABLE, 4 chairs,
$70. Large ball typo barbecue, 
new, $40. Ph, 656-3753 ; 2c32 
PAULINE’S HANDICRAFTS for 
pottery, carvings, ceramics,
: jewellery (pewter, rock), knitted 
baby items, (toys. 2424 Beacon. 
Vintage Bentley car for hire, 
(wedding, etc.) 656-3714 or 656- 
...6693.
WANTED: CASH for major ap­
pliances,: working or::,not. Fur­
niture or what have you, 381- 
2451 or381-3122. 6c33
1949 INTERNATIONAL KB-5 2 ,
ton with 1959 O.H.V. engine, 
(dump bed & flat bed. Extra parts, 
good tires, runs / but ' needs 
reconditioning, Mechanics - or / 
restorer's special. $ 1,200, 653- 
4692, Salt Spring Island. Ip32
1958 GMC 172 TON small box.
Good for restoring. Also 200 amp 
General Electic D.C. generator 
with 5 h.p. 3 phase motor. Could 
be made portable with gas 




(Renovate & Save! FREE ESTIMATES:
Novy specializing in
:/ .: Finish!nci Carpentry, ■ ( 
/ Cabinets'and Built-Ins,/ 
(( Rumpus rooms; Repairs,:: 
; Addit ibii s;:eu slorh-made; 
Windovv: Shutters;/(:( 
NO JOB TOO SMALL--
TODDLER : Two Nursery 
School, Sept, Registration, 3-4 
year olds, Small classes, 479- 
9534Inquiries from Aug, 10-16 
at (383-4876, Serving Roval 
Oak/ BoaVor Lake School District, 
:'(... . //7( ^(/'/'''.ZeSS:
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT 
CENTRE Crlsls Lino, 383-3232. 
We offer Information, support and 
referrals. 24 hours a day. 7 days a 
//week,'"" tfn:
INTRODUCTION TO ECKANKAR
will / bo/ presented at the / 
/ Panarama > Lolsiire Center, 1885 ; 
/ Forest Pork, Sat, Aiig. 13, 8 p.m. : 
Free admission; lc32'
c6iM§ELLINQ for families and
individuals of all ages/- serving 
the! Peninsula. Community 
Counselling Service, 9815 - Stn 
St..Sidney.656-1247. ( / itf
ACcSHOLICS anonymous. Ton
PLEASeHotE: Due' to customer /
proferbnee. Proscription Optical 
in: Sidney/ will now : bo open (/ 
Monday: through Friday starlinB: 
Aug, 15.: Wo /will be closed 
Saturdays and Sundays. 2p33
DR, E.R. FORD wishos"jo an­
nounce tho relocation of his 
medical office from 6-7120 W, 
Saanich Rd, to 7105 W. Saanich 
Rd, in Brentwood Bay. The office 
Is now open on the ground floor, 
Brentwocxl Medical Building, 
northeast corner of W. Saanich 
Rd; and Wallace Drive. 652-3637. / 
HOiirs9-5 p,m. Mon, to Fri. Ip32
TO ACTPAiillSlf^ Saanichtori
separate groups meet every week! 
on the Saanich Peninsula. For 
help or Info; call 383-0415 .Iflp40
^OlfTFAiSiiLY seekirig/estate
management/ carctaking position 
with living /accomodation. 
Security,* animals, gardens, 
buildings; equipment. 
Experienced, with references, 
Gary Chandler. Grouhel Rd., 
Ladysmith. B.C. V0R2E0, 5p32
: /; SCHOOL DIRTBIC:r i*83 (SARNICH|
((:'"/ :':7,""E)(tcuTiv£'AssisTANi ::(■:/((((,
rimt: IHT£IIHAl;AmiCAHU(5.o:»B3|miiy.
/jhi/pogiiion com)rWit«)i Siipictnpd' v, \9fi3;: 
„ Cxpuiiurico in 'WiJiiig sLHpoij a/id pkivkius :
> miHistisliv# qii(i(ificnc« ao6lriiibie, «;:*; ;:/ (/
Job tieiiUipiion .wa|iiiPle._ ,
:;(Pi«.i9() |pfWa(()voij/ppplii;aii(>n(t)ynoo(i,;Mbb- 
d»y, AuguM l!i, 1083 lo , ' ’
; MrjiH'/MdiI Abt:lt(!qij>uqprinlFnii».ni fli’( 
yciiMlt I




V05IM0 '1, : ' UH?
MAPLE BUNK BEDS. no mat-
(frossos. $100.; Child’s desk $20,
: .School typewrher, Underwood,
: $25.Callafter5p,m.656-2314. r<oipai
:::/i(p 3 2; :/(/(('■*:'*./'"/(■: *:’'(/(:’*
baby :seat: included, ;$95,t ,Phonob :,.*:
..:„.'4p35..
WANTED: Appliances working or
not; Sherwood Refrigeration, Also 
Mochxinical, AWE Electrical 
/Repairs $ 15,00 per hour.: 656-
'■::;':.4c33'
FIVE TON TRUCK • 1980 Inter­
national,: conventional; cab, 18' 
van power (tailgate, 404 gas, 
4 9,000 km, : I ike new, $12,300 - 
hail; price ol nevA Private. 
'Aldargrove;! 12-856-4994.' 
(/(Ipba2"/'''(:;:: .(■■/■/://:;/ ..... ..
EtLSIpeHTUL; DtSIc^j/TXWmMx.’: 
: EfSiXJEjkJTlAI- CfMSTEocTiOU 
/ /riHISthMC, CAEPS>4-rrY 
OAB(WeT»/rLlY.M\Tl/Ei^'
NORM PAISSEN DESICNER/BUILDta:SIDNEY, n.c. fiss-tros
656-9462,
, 2 RALEIGH FOLD-U P bicyc es
( $95 each. COM exercise bike, like 
new$90,Phono652-0473. :lp32 :
ALL CHANNEL TV ANTENNA
/with 36 ft, extension: polo; $25 
: cash, Ph; 656-667 6, 2491; 
Orchard Avc;, Sidney. Ip32
Very
FIRST CUSS BREED/Gorman 
Shepherd puppies, 479-8288 
oftorS p.m,::v://:'3c33
76 CHEV hall-ton four: by four
vvith Sportsman campdr,;: Now 
tiros,: hew' brakes,(mechanically/ 
( Al. AM/FM cassette/:radio 
/ $3,500, 986-3331 -days; 929- 
3577 weekends andevonings,: 
(■*T'pb3 2 ..
Homos
• Framing, finishing, additions and 
retaining wall specialists
6562164 656.4«S2
! FREE TO GOOD HOME: I rabbit,
::656-5764;':*: '■/2c33
GO-KART WITH MOTORr
.. good condition; Ph, 656-3607;, 
'dp 3 2-.....
(PUREBRED/REQISTERED
German Short Hair Pointer Pups,' 
Imported bloodline, excellent 
hunters and family dogs. Parents
. Nbwr and rotottller attachment/0 can .b^^Mmi^^ono^
Give away at $900.656-6198;"^^^^
: 10 HP LAWN tractor tor sale,
;''2c33'
iTmToUE ITEFRO'DlJctlONS ■ 
(Oak, ' Mahogany furniture, 
Miniatures, Porcelain Dolls,
MEDIUM DUTY PORTABLE 
SAWMILL. All steel,: three block 
carriage hydraulic set and feed, 
Also,/: now tri-axle : fifth Wheel 
trailer. Phone Cariboo Drives 
112-395-2263.100 Milo House.
:■ 1 pb3 2 / :
ELWOOD E; THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
ConcroioWatorpicioiing
Coiuiiilo Otivuwnys Oumiy Tiles . Sufc-Wrilks
r.,rt. tioniH ITenovaiions(Fist): ponds/:/
Phoned 656-388’! lor/Free:Es U I '
'a;,,.:;:
I'-ji' / .''IjUI'V' r/i'id'' • 1 (
■id'-’
Elementary children. School 
supplies* will bo available from 
/ your Parent's Auxiliary at the 
school during : the ,.week of 
registration::'"'" '""" ""2p33
Ltd. now has money available for 
any worthwhile purpose Mor­
tgages, business loans, sale lease 
back, etc, Call Walter Word 837- 
4043, New lower rate all areas, 
■/"-lpb3'2
':-$ENIORS (60 OW,MORii. New to,, 
(Sidney? Don't know anyon^^Yhe 
Silver Threads Centro otters 
.' ctaticwv," activities and a warm 
^ weteome, Drop in to“ 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-9537,
FIREII "Two sailboats caught fire 
in . Sidney over : Sunday 24 of 
Julylll Have you checked your flre 
extinguisher lately?? For sales 
and service call Marsaf Ltd; 666- 
9411. 10114 McDonald Pk. Rd.
EXPERT PRUNING 





' afters p,m.'((/■'/''■:./ tt^
Ha^ w5MiinSfTiouso paint-
.... ....... ........ . , ^’ (lARDFNING
Unusual Items/ thousands of gifts B t u u. 1 v 11 y m ,
and household accessories. Wo ,ve 
sold to antirtuo and museum gilt; MUSHROOM MANURE, wood 
shops tor over twnoty years. Start ireo, Excellent soil conditioner 
your own business, extend your and mulch, Availublo in bulk or
present lino or /, persona) (pags/u-haul $14/yard, Delivery
buying/soiling. Write/Wholesale oKtra, Quantity discounts; 652- 




NURSEKV CONtApERS takori In/
ELECTROLYSIS IS PERMANENT 
HAIR REMOVAL. Support local 
T.A.P.E.B.C. member/ For In­
formation regardiniir member in 
your area, wrTte to: T.A.P.E.B.C,, 
6472-130A Street, Surrey, B.C.
ing and small repairs. Roasonablo 
rates. Free estimates, Call Andie, 
(652-0536. ((•," (^Ul'_lfiM
'YOUW
’(PADDLI FANS^"Thp ongittal^fari :: tra(telc^:^irubs,'"plants, herbs
FOR YOUR GARDENING and
landscaping needs phone Gooff. 
Reasonable rates. C52-0448. 
10p34 
looirTopalrea &
store, Wholesale and Retail. Free pasgets! flowers, etc.
catalogues: Ocean Pacitic Fan Largo selection. 8x7 garden shod 
(Gallery Inc; 4600^Ea$t,Hastings (jisOdollvorod,652-9602; 3]^
Phorie U2'299’066j^__^/,/najt ; " year:
: I :- 24 VOLT ,30: amp t^lory guorantoo. Western: Water 
ctwrgt'rtlf(0,,fhonc4|7-4M^^ ::f;jrrris. 1234 _ Go/mour Street,
WANTED! TO BUY *! Llrideman 
Crawlor- Tractor. John ,, Doere 
Model HWH Tractor, old ono 
cylinder! water cooled pump, 









woods 2387 Beacon 658-7333
n Im'/i, (if.’l'V- II--*':'.!?/;//;'- '*1/!
f'l "‘',V ' '■ "/’.■' F’t' /■• /,'t
■ ....... .... ....."■
iATELLi m SYSTEMS LIU, 5330
I, Burnaby; 0,Ci,V5JlE6.
tr. -gntwiiH# nwf-karws from
Vancouver. B.C. Phone 112-682-
6636, Aldor8rovoll2.;533'33l2,ficfs;
V3W7^/ ’’'"^'' 'ipbaa^^/ S —
'SrgciwirSSIgtlFSPrciir'' Cycdcn; 'ZHO' MjjUivlt'y.r*' Phnne' r)omr.'l''t'' 'xat(','iiH# nwr-kar^s from - ....^wTrRPtTfYtlTF(^ 6p35 /$1995,00, Financingoyail^e,no /clearance, Metal Halide
1^^ Sah’DSinSlpriSiS™'1®;}, Ifflo.S'wt.w'Km.'-^iust fbr you, Write for tFea In* term periods. / Reliable, ( pjonth, DealerIriqinnos welcome,
formation; Human Contact, 818- References available, Phone 656* ®P®" 1 ^47^ H, 1234 Seyniour atrec],Vancouwr,
16 Avenue, Calgary, Alberta TZM
:(:0Kla::( *'/:■('/" /,('lpb33,'












T* nrnups:*' H;irhftlnr' 
::(!;uitos(!(/lnfi|yidual!(






Haveiyour power linos surveyed;
Free Estimates
Page B6 THE REVIEW Wednesday, August 10, 1983
of PROFiSSIONS, GOODS ond SERVICES .. of PROFESSIONS, GOODS oihI SERVICES .. .
MM n
SIDNEY DUPLEX, Iminaculate. 3
bdrm., fireplace, IVz baths, 
dining room, bsmt., fenced yard. 
Close to schools. J 600 per mo. No 











“No Job Too Smail" 656-5604
DUPLEX — SIDNEY. 3 bdrm. 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets. 
References. $575 per mo. 656- 
4066or656-4003. 23t
BRAND NEW 2 bedroom, 1 level 
home close to Sidney. Adults only. 
No pets. $550 per mo. Ph. 
Annette 656-4891 or 656-3924. 
Available Sept. 1 2c32
ROOM & BOARD, non-drinker,
non-smoker, $325 per mo. Use of 
laundry facilities. Ph. 656-2732 
■2c32' ■
ROOM & BOARD $325 per mo. 
$90 per week, or $15 per day. 
Use of laundry facilities. Ph. 656- 
2732. 4p35
mWJ PISESS THESE 
OFEH HOUSES 
THIS WEEHEHD!
1 BDRM. BSMT. SUITE, heat, 
hydro S laundry included. Suit 
older person. Available Sept. 1. 
$325. Ph.656-6956 after6 p.m. 
2p33-'■
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT 
SUITE, very quiet, close to beach 
and bus. Utilities included. $395 
per month. 656-7617. Inc32
SIDNEY AREA. Large one 
bedroom suite available Aug. 15. 
W/W carpet. Fireplace, ocean 
view, quiet country surroundings. 
656-6375; 3p34
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, w/w 
carpet, hot water, drapes, cable 
TV, stove and fridge. 2437 
Amherst Ave., Sidney. Phone 
656-1673. 2c33
FOR RENT: For the executive — 
Shoal Harbour says itall. $1500. 
per mo. NANCY LAVIOLETTE 
656K)131,656-3676. 1 1-32
RfeNT:FORrvrt rLKLixi. Concrete block 
warehouse, approx. 3500 sq. ft. 
plus 50 X 120 black top lot. From 
September 1, 1983; $ 1600 per 
month, zoning commercial. Gall 
;> Cehtur^ 21 Saanich Peninsula 
Realty Ltd. 656-0131. 1-32
FOR RENT: One bedroom
apartment^ on Third Street; Close 
; to downtown; Heat, water, fridge 
and stove included iri rent. $350; 
month. Available Sept, ly 1983. 
NANCYfLAVIOLETTEi 656-013Iv 
656-3676. 1-32
REDUCED TO $89,900 
SATURDAY AUG. 13.
1 - 3 ^ ^
1051 Ocean AvB.
SIDNEY
(off Canora Rd. industrial side 
of Airport)
EXCEPTIONALLY WELL BUILT 
HOME, two bedrooms and 
studio upstairs (or three BR, if 
you prefer). Skylights 
throughout make it nice and 
bright. Wood stove in living 
roomoak cabinets in kitchen. 
Very pleasing layout and floor 
plan. Basement almost fully 
developed - another bedroom 
and bathroom down.
WELL PRICED AT $89,900, 
P.S. Ask me about the new 
road into Sidney 
John Tate, 656-6466
OUR LISTINGS ARE SELLING 
BECAUSE WE PROVIDE
•WIDE MARKET EXPOSURE 
•MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE 
•PERSONAL ATTENTION BY A 
SAANICH PENINSULA 
SPECIALIST






WANT TO LIVE IN THE SAANICH 
PENINSULA? Then consult a 
Saanich Peninsula enthusiast. 
P.S. I live here too. Two homes to 
start you off with. 804 Bradley 
Dyne Rd. 4 bdrms, 2‘/2 baths, 
family home on .93 acres. All large 
rooms ■ grasscloth, cedar and 
brick accents. Private backyard 
with patio. Lots of parking! 
$165,000. 9478 Gleneig Ave. 
Beautiful cedar and shake side 
split with 4 sundecks, sunken 
livingroom with cedar feature 
wall, vaulted ceiling, 3 bdrms,2'/2 
baths, double garage, huge 
workshop! Lovely .53 acre lot. 
$169,000. Helen McDougall, 
Block Bros. REalty, office 656- 
5584, res. 656-0008. Ip32
Thorne- Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
industrial / Residential / 
Commercial 
Phone 656>2945
REYNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
★ Fully Insured ★ Residential/Commercial 






Spraying Wail Papering Renovations 
25 Years Experience — Free Estimates
GOTHIC ARCH. CAbin on half 
acre Hornby Island. Sandy beach 
and natural park nearby. 
Excellent fishing, swimming, 
water, hydro. Phone 335-0787 




* Backhoe * Excavating > Trucking
GORDON OREN Paiiitiiig & Decorating
Wallcoverings
FREE ESTS^ATES 656-4397
FORTY ACRE DAIRY FARM, no 
money down, $2,900 a month, 
lease to purchase. Call 112-800- 
663-9723, Pager 5295. Private 
Sale. , lpb32
SHOREACRES COVE WATER­
FRONT. Three superb lots with 
protective covenant; un­
derground services. For info, see 
owner, 2516 Shoreacres Rd., 
Sidney. 656-1836. 8p35
GOUD^MTiiAN/ SEPTICExcavating ltd. FiELQS
Trucking, Fxcavating and Backhoe Y/ork.556 Downey Road 'P'S EtaR.R.1, Sidney! B.C.
14
FOR.RENT: Available August 15,; 
19831: Lovely four bedroorri home; 
idn ; Linda: Place.;;Fireplace, 11 Vai; 
bathsi arid close to schools. $700 
Irrid;; NANCY; LAVIOLETTE;#656i 
0131;65613676. 1-32!
FOR RENT: Saanichton; B.C;:On a!;
!quiet cul-de-sac. Four bedroom 
:hpme with finished basement, 3 
5appliancesi;|lfericed:!yaridrl.dri'|brus:; 





2255 Frost Avenue 
SIDNEY
REDUCED TO $99,000. 
SPACIOUS! TUDOR STYLE 
:H0ME;,-! 4!! bedrobrnS; 2V2; 
baths; : Master; has ensuite. 
Large Rec. room with 
!fireplace,:tprivate"Vard/backs! 
onto srnall; park for seclusion.:: 
Mature; garden; with; roses la nd 
apple trees. Desirable area of 
;Sidney, only one block to 
beach; Close to schools and 
Rec. centre. PRICED TO SELL 
AT 99,000.
John Tate 856-5466
No step Bungalows required in 
;the ' lower/price range' within 
waiking distance to Beacon Ave. 
Garage or carport hot essential! 
Joe or Freddy Starke 652-9602; 
or Castle Properties (1982) Ltd. 
656-0747:! : 1;-,/!
REVENUE PROPERTY — 
TH1RTY1THREE ACRES, FRASER 
CANYON, THREE BEDROOM 
HOUSE,: 4-PLEX, good revenue. 
Financing, trade, o.b.o. Phone 
112-859-7528, write: Fraser 
Enterprises, 34829 Orchard 













mmEmm I !‘Big or Small “1
1 We Do Them All” |FLUf^BinG a 
HEATING (issi) im; 9@i0 Fourth St.
Sidney
Service RIesidentiai 656-iSil— Commercial or 3S5-2434
SOUTH CHASM AND HWY. 97 - 
C L1NTO N, B.C. T wen ty-f i ve 
deeded acres, spring water, 
power, phone, paved access, 
cleared homesite with well. 
Timber suitable:: for log const. 
Have approval and road partially 
const, for 3-4 acres a rid 1 -10 
acre lot subdivision. Sacrifice at 
$300.00 down, $300.00/month. 
$29,500 F.P. Phone 112-459- ; 
7756. Also two choice secluded 
deeded one acre :with creek; ; 
Milburn Lake: Estates,: .Quesnel. 
$200.00 dowril $200.OQ/mdnth;! 







B/^KHOE SEWER STORM DRAINS
Bert
f ‘ Construction and Repairs
in Hot water Heating
1041Q A!I Bay Rd., Sidney Phone 65S-1S80
f FOR / RENTS: Fou r bed room! home; 
on Ardmore Drive, Fireplace, 
/dlectrictheatirigliFridgeiiStove;  ̂
S Dishwahser! Aval lable September; 
15 ; S1983® Executives home/: 
NANCY! LAViOLETTEs 65 6-0131; 
!656-3676. ^ 1-32
FOR;:RENT: 3 bedroom duplex,! 
/McDonald Park Rd., fenced back 
yard; Available immed; $475. mo. 
NANCY LAVIOLETTE, 656-0131; 
656-3676. 1-32
AT WSSTARIA on Ootsa Lake 30 
plus acres with 2300;!plus¥ft.: 
|;shdreline;:Exosllerit boat harbbur 
Idvveilings/WitKShyd ro!! a nd; 
/'telephone;: two cabins,;twb sheds; 
two large out-buildings, garden 
area, available furnished or 
E unfurnished; asking $150^000.00 
! negotiable; /Write,/: Box;! 277; 
“IHouston,; B.C. Phone 112-845- 
2382.lpb32
/JOHN SALVADOR - 
NOTARY PUBLIC 





; Sunshine Coast from $35,000.00. 
Minutes to Lund, Campbell River. 
Good anchorage. Lake, abundant 
Sorters; fish; oyster farnns: Phone!/ 
112-923-4600,112-923-6261.
1 pb33
SIDMEY ROTOVATING & 
tractor SERVICE^
Prompt, Courteous Service
: Ploughing!:Levelirig,:.Fench;Pos1 Digging & Punching!/
• S5S-i748
3 BDRM., FIREPLACE; fridge, 
stove; ! fenced yard, no pets, 
references;;$550 :per/md. 656- 
4066 or 656A003. ; / ; 32t
ROOM AND BOARD, $250 per 
mo; Phone 652-9810 after 5 p.m,
'lc3 2/■■■■: !//!;://■-:
l/BDRM./BSMT. SUITE. Very 
quite,; close To beach and bus, 





GRAPES! CORN,! ASPARAGUS-! 
161 acres black bottom land. Very: 
/riioderate clirhate;!spring waters,; 
two : houses, / outbuildings, 
$100,000.00!terms o.b.o; Swap 
for retirement home - some cash. 
Phone 604-45 7 -9990 after 9:00 
: p.m.:/; //:/;-//:/'^:://' y/:.::: 1 pb32
TEN; MILES FROM MERRITT on 
; Marnette/ Lake! Road/ :sThreeis 
bedroom, 1344/ sq;: ft. on/JVa ! 
acres. Ensuite, heatilator; 
fireplace, large! sundeck;!:full/ 
basement. $69,500; Phone 112-/ 
378-40093! 112-37 8-5 813. / / 
lpb3 2
:!:fy:'yif!|!/s!
'B 68 coil S5S-SS55
Ready- Gravel 2068 Henry Ave.





Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m. 
Sat. 7-3 p.m.
[MITtn




< Eaves & Chimney 
Flashing
OKANAGAN - three bdrms, en­
suite,; apliances including Jen- 
nair, two fireplaces, full! 
basement, huge cobvered sun- 
deck, double carport, valley-lake 
view, 0.4 acre, lage garden, fruit 
trees-bushes; $85,900. Phorie 
604-766-4446 or Box 834, 
Winfield, B.C. 1 pb32;
PERFECT STARTER, retirement 
or summer home on Lake 
Cowichan. 12x62’ Leader mobile 
home, 2/3 bedroom. Cedar 
addition,/sun porch, swimming, 
fishing, Youbou./$20,000. 745- 
:3575.'/-/:-'/:'' ,://.!'■ ■'Ic32':
Blue Star Sheet Metal





For ail your Rooting Needs.
Shakes, Shingles, Far 
/ / & Gravel:& Repairs :!
SMALL MOTORS
10134 McDonald Park Road
Pffsaiillpsj
iiiiidiPiPiii
, i. V H , 'i
-—t-—'    —    i      —-—1
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY needs 3 
bdrm; house in Sidney area by 
Sept, 1. Will do light repairs, etc. 
in exchange for lower rent. Ph, 
:B56-OS94.-:'®!//-Ip32-''
SMALL HOUSE OR CABIN,
Saanichton area. Willing to fix to 




1. /Yacht at Front door! /! !
2. No house ydr yacht 
maintenance!! : ::/ / /
3. !Watertront prestige loca- 
lion!;''-.!;'-'': ;!!":/■.:■!'
4. Terrific soavlews! /
This luxury! 2 bedroom, 2'/? 
bath, Sidney townhouse: is 





:Over::1 Vi!!acres!with ;l 75 It; 
waterfrdrit, yunlque : post and 
boaiii honld! wilti ;oiiqpou8 
master’ bodrodm!; suite; 
















English: dosigndy havd::; made 
this 1650 sq. ft,, 3 bedroom 
home a delight to live in and an 
excolloht buy ot $89,000.
KAREL DROST / 
656-0131 656*2427
THRIVING! BUSINESS; Now 
available for tho ambitious pur­
chaser!/ Beauty Salon very 
:reasonablont$25.000.:J
656*0131 656*6958
Repairs to Lawnmovvers; 





Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 




10114 McDonald Park Rd.
SERVING THE PENINSULA 
! OUALIFIED STAFF— FREE ESTIMATES
.’Selotlivc UI Clstrin^iVSC,'- ■ '•Piuniiij 'Matutos Ueos •ftiiii Tibbs ‘Ornanionlais and •Hedjjas
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS •BOOK NOW FOR SPRING 
FULLY INSURED. REASONABLE RATES! // / 656-0570
Dutch Laivdsc&p^
— Leo Lodtlcrs —
11 years In Sidney -“ A-l Rccommendatidns! 
All Phases of Gardening—! Reasonable Prices!
FREE
SALESPERSON: REAL ESTATE 
LICENSEES;
Cart you help us? Our walk-in 
business is building In our 
Sidney Ollice and we need a
ito/help: us handle Ihi^ and
::!dthc:r!!bftlpc:!"'d(!!ncr;itcii 
, business,





“ 652-3089 7rferwT)!fr«iu£b P7ritt«««’COMPLETE SERVICE
! ; •Iniefiocking Slones lor !*Lrrwn:&^^^^^
':'/:'^'^:^'!'::;:Patids.'Walks,!:/;'^''/'::/."'^;Mainteri^ince:/!;
Diivoways : /'!'
: !»l.awns (Seed or Sod)
Pruning & Spraying / 
Ffincinci, ,Cement Work
/tii/'f! iVi.yiol/yiiniii. i'dlvnili/nii , youf'
: Min.LHi)(|t»iiU-' inMiiLVH^y ilt'rt'.M.iprfy »liti
: ADir'.t.'fiiMi'f". n'fHH th,ti i nntu-i.p io
.ViriniiiVHH nov.'tM Ln!.VivJ'i!»hiD{, , !
Typewr$^rtnan^
Honto arid Commerciall i . , -iijK
almost all makes
479-0823
Fm loail pick up & delivery





2307 BbacoH Ave., Sldiioy 656-1151
ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD.
yr, QUAI.IHE() WAriWANTrjO EUftOrCAN WOUKMANSHIP
Wo Will supply TbPSOIL, SHRUBBERY 0777
ybyCoritraclof taythoHour, AWtidiWR/l
/ / ! CdrriplotO! Lnndecapinfl Gorvico ond! /
■■■■■■■■QualilyStonowork,':■,,’■/■ ■■/'•■;; ■/„;■ ■
Call 652-9811 during tjUsinostji hours ^





Interior — Exterior 
Piper Hanxini
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Fine carving of health food store sign in Brentwood Bay shows quality of 
work. Martineau says he can produce high class art work at low, low prices.
Hundreds tried their luck at the Lions dime toss 
without much success at Centennial Park over 
weekend but for many like Gina Hardy it was 
fun just throwing money away.
Murray Sharratt Photo
Peter Martineau is a 
talented 35-year-old carver 
who says he can take on 
work and give “twice as 
much for what people are 
paying others to do”
And if anyone wants to 
know how ; he rates he 
suggests they take a look at 
the Sunflower sign oyer the 
h e a 1 th f o o d s t o r e i n
Brentwood. It’s the inost 
elegant hand-carved sign on 
Vancouver Island, M 
^ tineau says, claiming he can ,, 
Vbuild things other people
AVith a background in 
art, graphics and sculpture, 
the artist once owned his 
own business but quit in the
t summer of 1981 andytobk;
poieiuidiproiu.| Central
: The most commonly known is the pyramid scheme Coonirh 
H cvvhefe the;investor pifts up some nidheyifdrid pfoduct. He ^ diff erent ilifestyle -
By JuneGreen
Central Saanich council last Tuesday instructed 
municipal staff to negotiate for legal easements over 
property bordering the McHugh ditch.
Farmers will be asked to provide a 20-foot easement on 
each side of the ditch to give the municipality access to 
carry out maintenance work.
Three members of the Saanich Peninsula Farmers’ 
Institute had attended a public works committee meeting 
the preceding week and president, Ian Vantreight, asked 
the municipality take responsibility for water collected and 
diverted into the Martindale Valley and provide regular 
cleaning and maintenance of the McHugh ditch and 
existing side ditches.
He said that such a program would give farmers a longer 
growing season.
Several residents from Keating Ridge attended the 
council meeting and spoke in favor of removing trees and 
scarfing the bank at the cornor of Buena Vista and Keating 
Cross Rd. y"'
Robert Fenn, who lives in the house at the corner said he 
thought the bank was more at fault than the trees, and 
suggested that only one tree should be cut down, and work 
should be done on the bank. Aid Dick Sharpe said “he was 
more concerned with saving lives than trees.”
After a lengthy discussion, the mayor .suggested council 
take a second look before a decision to cut down the trees 
was taken.
Gordon Ewan proposed a committee be set up to obtain 
a “community consensus on real property taxation policy” 
He said he was deeply concerned about some of the 
provisions of Bill 7, the Property Tax Reform Act, now 
before the provincial legislature and notably Section 6, 
which Ewan said permits introduction of hew schemes of 
property tax limitation by regulation, and Section 10, 
which authorizes regulations for exemptions for in­
dustrial and business property.
Council discussed Ewan’s request and decided that the 
Central Saanich Ratepayers’ Association would be a better
not Set the tax rates fairly.
In other business, a second-letter was received from Fred 
Sutton urging council to take: a serious look into the % 
“magnificent golden handshake”, reportedly being given 
to two CRD employees. It was Suttbn’sYopinion that far^
too inay levels of government are being far too generous 
with the taxpayers’ money.
Aid George McFarlahe responded he \vas confidenty 
bfficials who fepreseritYmunicipalities oh the CRD must:
bave had a reason for their action, as they would not spend V C
*A letter from Virginia Mosvold, who owns property 
adjacent to Island View Regional Park told council that 
this year she was experiencing problems with people using 
the beach. She said her husband was physically assaulted 
and verbally abused, and threatened repeatedly this past 
weekend while on the beach area trying to repair fences
i'-r“We are
but they cannot be here 24 hours a day” she wrote. 
l£j Her letter stated the couple had tried to discuss the■then recruits Other people to buy into the scheme with the but really very beautiful,” ____________
! ;idea that he will get a percentage of their investment. In says. “And it’s given me Martineau could play it safe but he prefers not knowing what's around the problem with the administration but were told that since 
V- Aurn, those people recruit others, vvith all those above them freedom to eet back to there is a lavvsuit involving the Michells, the situation yVV ’ M
: • Yr-aJnJno a cbnrp of tVip invpcfmpnt ^ - Y^Y ^ — That’S my ’ caniiot bc discussed.gaining sha e  he i est e .
! ; Theproblem is that iKSually there is no product to sell or, real talent.” out of style, there are very charges are low. corner,” he explains. “Wehavefo!
: jf there is, no-one is actually selling it. Thus, only the Martineau carves signs few people who can do this, it’s a roving life and He could play it safe and areaandfeelwearesufferingbecauseofit.andastax- 
! Investors at the top make any money. . for business, large or small, Vhe says. Martineau never knows sit in a store and carve all payers we are entitled to a better response from the
Tn thP mHv 1970^ BC oassed the pyramid specializes in when his next job of work is day “but then I’d just be a municipality.
* A- Y K A vvhiph !<: tn regulate hvramid f^'Ti'''*^s and can make any rnantlesV interior design and coming from but that manufacturer.” McFarlane said he thought the letter should be referred
Distribution Act, g ^ ^ renovations in a doesn’t worry him. “When Martineau is currently to the chief of police and council moved this action be
in ascheme frdmrecruitinp new investors untilhe ^uf^^^s -- including in- style customers would, not 1 come to the end of a job living in his bus at taken.
-A le,.=r from Jim Gillcpie outlined serious accident, 
resulting from blasting in neighboring rnunicipahties, and
f schemes 
j ticipant
YJ Carving tables isYgoing -- and that?s because his know what’s around the Saanichton school.
|Y" VYThusV,the;participantmakes;no;profit;fora‘'year,':orelse'YYVY,.'"> -yyv
f the scheniC must actually sell a product. The effect of this
1
: To get around the act, several other marketing schemes:
'have deycloped. One is the multi-level distribution scheme,
It combines an incentive to recruit other people with 
actual sales of products, usually consumables such as 
cosmetics or cleaning products. This scheme can be a 
useful way to make a modest amount of money but will not 
make mbst people rich. ^
Y A second way to get around the Act is franchising. There 
"have been some spectacular successes,such as McDonald’s 
,;,,or. Midas.MuCners.;::,;:;
, When an investor buys a franchise, he is paying $5,000* 
$50,000 lor the narneV the goodwill attached to the name 
: |;: hnd the right to sell the products. If the namc^^
known, chances arc that the investor is not buying 
anything.
There arc .several things to watch out for. If the financial 
f statements are not audited, they should be taken to a 
A accountant for asessment.
Investors should check the location. Often, promoters 
tell thC; investors that the locations are excellent, but they 
tiiriiouttb bedihcrwisc,
; Anotlicr promise usually concert's an exclusive market, 
the right to be the only one Selling the product in an area.i 
Ofleh, others have been given exactly the sarne right,^Y^a YY
to see where the company is 
incorporated, ns it is more difficult to sue a company 





tighten up the blasting bylaw. Council thought some of his 
suggestion could be added to the bylaw and turned his v
f-/I
Fili out anti sent! wilh^^p to;
.the
•A development permit was granted to Futchcr and 





2367 Beacon Ave , Sitinoy. B,G. \f8L1W9
study of lot sizes in the various farming areasc.of the 
municipality.
Victoria Auto Parts applied for a dAclopmeni pbr:nut ' ^
iejr
FM ' vio oi:r^
IH Win inu uHi um.mm nn mm iwi mb mi Mm DtHi.j.:'
DEADLINE: NOON MONDAY
MHH mW IM MWI.^ WnW,Wl«..IN<B,«l>Wi ««• MM M
for^^ and repair facility and ili i
application wa.s'''rcferred to the advisory planning conf 
I W‘I ■Y;v::..Y'Y:;Vi,.';'.'.^':/2...,■ , ,u




'.'■ ''• Vf ‘♦••''■I "i
P-M
CLASSIFIED RATES:
j)'f:pron«id Jiiil raiflCf:$f00 loi;(lrsi:ms(hliPit.:$i:ihhlor cnnsficuiivc-^ 
f'ft repofi’l InsortionSY^Owikdifor lossyf 
\wbrdfdr;wB#;;o|ir;idpr;j|ipyiistW(io|b',tlhfrilff 
WDOk exlia loi loptMi inst dioiis ,
Wnlo OIK! wont m cm h ‘KiiMMi Hn> nuintK’iMount ns onn word I 
Ilio lust phone numtiei is ticf Pul (oiisim uIivc phoiii! numlHus 
count ns one wnifi, Clim (lu niiiKinis to ilu; n()til,
bus
, the product and the cbmpciition in that arca^j Finally, ap
to get around the act is the chain letter, A 
Y chairii letter is the letter sent to a iperson where the person is 
to mail $ 1 to the top name on the list, add his harhe bn the | 
bottom and sen the letter to 10 other people. This scheme is 
illegal under the Griminal Code. Also, since there is ho 
prodvht, there is nb^chance of profit; rrhe people oh the: 
bottom of the list get notlting out of it, y y - y ; ;
- A fourth scheme involves ads Y in newspapers or 
magazines, whicit promise to send a person a secret for­
mula for making money ifthci^rson wilt send $10, What 
the itcrson gets is usually a letter telliii^ him to place a 
similar ad In a newspaper.
E ;'nmE:.^^.'thfAchcrncf55oundsTo::^ 
probahly is.
f, f' f ■'
/^y'„ ■'; YOU PAY















■ ■■ ' " J? ‘ ' ' j: ‘ \'
1*0 F satioTS
By Ernie Edwards meeting of the Sidney ,
U.C. Ol’d Age Fen- branch is Sept. 1. There will
sioners* Organization be a grcal^ deal of
(BCOAPb) Sidney brunch preparation for the 25th 
25 members hayc had a j anniversary cclebratlotis
busy summer, with and, president Alexo
highlights being a trip to the urges all meihbcrs to take 
opening of B.G. Place and an active part. The branch 
51st annual convention of executive welcomes all 
BGOAPO held • in New suggestions on how to make 
Westminster during May this event a successful and 
with four delegates led by memorable one.
Y Alex Clark representing i; Many oldtlmc members 
Sidney. thust have ptack and white
With a well attended pictures or negatives of past 
hlcnlc on Salt Spring branch 25 activities. Please > 
Island; the .successful drop- call Ernie Edwards at 6,56- .
in I hursdays, some very 3554,^^^W he able to
good bus trips plus branch use titem in Illustrated news 
,:pard€ipatioh in theS stories.'
July I put tide,' tno.st Don t fuigct, ^cpl. I Is
associations'; ;::wou Id >f agree 'tjhcf general fneb I Ihg: of .the;
Law Saeletyof Rrlllsh ColmnWa
that taking pari in drily half Mdney branchy to he held af 
of these events would be a 1;30 p.m. in the senior 
summer well spent. citizen’s centre,
. Date for the first fall Ucsthaycn.
TfTiriBiMffiiwintf
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The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrews’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress 
• Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Semors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know 
anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre at 10030 Resthaven 
offers classes, activities and 
a warm welcome. Drop in 
or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more in­
formation call co-ordinatof 
Ruth Snow at 656-2101.
Can we help you? Call 
■ the Community Coun­
selling Centre, 9813-5th St., 
Sidney, 24-hour answering 
sdwice. Call 656-1247. 
'-^W'pnse'n-’ s^y"' Support' 
Group. A- discussion group 
forwornen dealing with 
their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome' 
Wednesday afternoons at 
.1:30 p.m. in the Com­
munity Counselling Centre, 
9813-5th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656- 
1247.
■yK'yyyyAttention' ladles:':, all Voice y
days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
and 7-11 p.m. Saturdays.
Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary school gym 
takes place 7 - 9 p.m. 
Wednesday. Special ac­
tivities and events are 
planned on a monthly basis. 
All activities are free and no 
registration is required. 
Parent and teen enquiries 
welcome. For more in­
formation call the PCA 
office at 656-0134 or drop 
by and pick up a program at 
9788- 2nd Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood 
elementary school, 7:30 - 
9:30 p.rn. Mondays. More 
information 652-4580 or 
652-1531.
PRICES EFFECTIVE
AUG. 10 - 11-12 - 13, 1983 
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST




SCHNEIDERS SINGLE THINS m iPROCESS CHEESE™.. ^2.53 CAESARCOCKTAIL
MEDDO-BELLE MILD MEDIUM MATURE / OFFCHEDDtRCHEESE 20% S” KERHELCORH..., 59
MEDDO-BELLE CANADIAN 0*^^ PEEK FREAK DIGESTIVE AND SHORTCAKE














V ranges V we want you tp sing 
barbershop-style. It’s a fun 
time! Most Monday nights 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion 
Hail, Mills Rd. For more 
information call 652-3030
y 6ry656-1906.
Speak French and want 
to keep conversational 
skills? Toastmasters En 
Frahcais meets Thursday 
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more iitformation call
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13-18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mon-
Is overeating creating 
problems in your life? 
Overeaters Anonymous can 
help. No dues, no weighing. 
Meetings are at 8 p.m., 
Mondays, 9788 - 2nd Street, 
Sidney. Call 652-9931.
Pregnant and wondering 
what the future holds for 
you? Sidney Community 
Health Service offices of 
the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join 
us and other couples in a 
comfortable atmosphere of 
learning through films, 
slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register how. In 
Sidney call 656-1188 y 
1 Sidney Twirlers and • 
Drum Corps take lessons at y 
Sidney elementary school 
from 6 p.m. Thursdays: For 
more information call 656- 
6098.
The Peninsula Blsar- 
';:;main'enty::: G'rpup''.yy’'' meets^yy
regularly. To help us, join 
y iis (of just for: information 
call 656-4842. ,
Sidney Activity Centre, 
sponsored by CMFIA and 
the community, meets 
- Mondays 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall, Handicrafts, games, 
films, recreation, light 
lunch and an opportunity to 
meet others. For more 
information call 652-1483 
after 6 p.m. or 658-5414 
weekdays.
DirTowEu,-. *1.09 MRiiiESRNCHEESE,*2.79 suej"™™'*
MONARCH SUNRYPE MclAREN’S
iARaRIHE«.y.:....2PlJ9 APRLECIDER.3e«...........,...:8i‘' REOSHs™.^
NESCAFE OR MAXWELL HOUSE ^ M mm HIGKLINER
!NSTAHTe0FFEE3,33...,.^4J9 £00FILLETS,™*...
FRENCH'S ^
PREPARED MUSTARD.. 69 LEMDNADE... 2/99
M™®" tissue *i_59 STwHip,












The Saanich Peninsula 
Toa.stmasters Club now 
meets at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday 
evenings at Central Saanich 




knowledge of basic craft.s an asset but not essential. The 
program runs Mondays 9:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m. at Margaret




The Boys’ and Girls’ Club has some great summer 
experiences for youngsters, Biking, hiking and day camp 
programs have openings for those aged 6 to 17 years. For 
further information call 383" 1101. 2-32
The Greater Victoria Hottsing Registry Society has 
rnoved from 1923 Fernwood Road where they hay^ been 
since Jan. 4, 1983, to 201-1012 Douglas St. The housing 
I registry will continue to offer assistance and referrals of 
available vacancies to all persons with housing problems, 
The.phone numbers remain the same, landlords 381-1335 
and tenants 381-1205. 2-.32
‘ ’ * f * ■' > ' . . ,'
UCOAPO Sidney Branch 25 plans a bus trip to Park and 
'*,ll!foird^.GardcnVyAug.'yI:l7.'".:‘:Xhc^’bus'y:'lcavcsV'.ijTey:scnior;y'' 
citizen’s centre at 8:lS a.m: sharp. For ticket ihfornmtion 
phone 656-3777 evenings. I -31
* • *
• Sidney Activity Centre, Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall, 
needs volunteers to assist in its program. Basic knowledge 
of crafts an as.sct, but not cs,scntiul. The prbgraiu runs 





All Items may run for a maximum of two insertions, Non- 
profit organizations only pk.'isc, I'm more information 
please phone 6.56-U51.
CALIFORNIA
ana saanicn rcninsuia uaruen t-tun is mcejihg
Yaughan-Birch Hall, in 
Sidiit'y, Guest speaker will be Douglas p’Biieii, lor the 
provincial agriculture and food mlnistj-y. Topic;
, . I* * i»
J'.yy'2-
parties will be held Atjgust 26 at TO a,ni. In Brentwood 
library"" ii'nd-nt""' \ Sldriey"Tibr«ry!'''T*rec’ for'all'-
1 participnms. Fcatuting Kaleidoscope Story Themrcr plus 
icfresluncnts. * **
lb,
1^1 I' I ' i ( ' 1 * 3 ; ■■ y,''
llitre


















































SOAR Stick •' ei. ^
BULKCHEESE FLnCNERS
SAUSAGE
PORK-BEEF-BREAKFAST
